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IMODUCTIOK 
The attairmant of high specific activitias is an 
important raquiroment for the detection and -utilization of 
radioactivities produced by photonuclear roactions# In 
those nticlaar transformations in which an elemant different 
froia tho target elemant is produced, suitabla chemical pro­
cedures for separation of the radioactive element from the 
irradiated element can usually bo devised# However, find­
ing rapid and efficient chemical methods for separating 
isotopes of the target element formed in tho (JT ,n) reaction 
presents a mora difficult problem# 
55x0 Szilard-Chalmers reaction, in 'which the radioactive 
atom is ejected from a compound containing the elenaat to be 
transformed, has been used extensively in obtaining high 
specific activities frora neutron bombardments. A similar 
process can be used to obtain high specific activities 
from photonuclear reactions if appropriate co;.:plexas are 
Irradiated with x-rays• Some of tha requiresants tAiich nunt 
be fulfilled in order for the process to be successful are: 
(1) the radioactive atom aust be ejected from its position 
in tho ccaplax molectila, (2) it nust not exchange rapidly 
with the inactive atoms in other nolecules, (3) the re­
combination of active atoms I'd-th any fragiients to reform 
the original complex nust be negligible, (^ ) the complex: 
itself must not iindergo appreciable decomposition diiring 
Idhie irradiation, and (5) some method for separating the 
active atoms from the target coaponnd must be available# 
In order to facilitate the study of the properties of 
cobalt and platinum activities produced in the synchrotron 
by (^ ,n) reactions, an attempt was made to find complexes of 
these elements 'which wuld undergo Szilard-Chalmers type 
reactions. Since both of these elaiaents form easily pre­
pared non-»equilibrium complexes, it was believed that suit­
able complexes could be found. 
A high specific activity of cobalt v/as desired in order 
58 
to determine if the 8.8h metastable state of Co , recently 
reported hy Strauch, could be produced by a (^ ,n) reaction 
on cobalt, and. to determine its rate of formation relative 
58 11 59 
to the 72d Co and to a C standard. Since Co is the 
oiily naturally occuring isotope of cobalt, a (^ ,n) reaction 
58 
can give only the activities of Co"^  • A (^ ,p) reaction on 
cobalt produces the stable Fe^ .^ Thus, if a separation of 
the trace amount of active cobalt atoms from the bulk of a 
suitable complex could be accomplished, a high specific 
58 581a 
activity of Co and Co would be available for study. 
Since the energies of the Co^ ®^ K and L conversion 
electrons are only 17»0 and 2^ .1 Kev, self-absorption in 
the sample would make their detection impossible unless the 
activity could be concentrated in some way and counted in a 
-3' 
wlndowless coimter. the case of platinum, the problem is 
more difficult since there is the possibility of forming 
several radioactive platinum isotopes by reactions. 
Also, iridium and osmium Isotopes may be foraed by other 
photonuclear reactions. Therefore, a portion of the 
following study is devoted to the investigation of the 
activities actually formed v/hen is irradiated in 
the 68 Mev maximum energy sjmchrotron. Iridium was of 
special interest since (^ ,p) or (^ ,pn> reactions on Pt^ ^^  
and would give Ir^ ^^  and to which no 
activities vere assigned when this research was begun, llie 
IQjf , . 195 
well kno-wn 19h Ir would also be formed by (^ |P) on Pt 
or ({f^ pn) on It was hoped that some new activities 
could be detected, their mass nuiabers assigned, the energies 
of the emitted radiations estimated and the relative rates 
of formation determined. After cheiaical separation of any 
osmium or iridiuia activities formed, the platinum isotopes 
coxild be studied a^ d their relative yields determined. 
A Szilard~Chalmors process using certain platin\m com­
plexes was also investigated. An attempt was made to obtain 
some information about the efficiency of the process and the 
final state of the active atoms. Devising a suitable method 
for separation of the activity is more difficult than id.th 
cobalt since the final valence state of the active atoms 
II nr 
caimot be as readily predicted. Both Pt and Pt are quite 
II III 
stable while Co in much more stable than Co • 
In most of tile above investigations it becomes neceGsary 
to compare the absolute disintegration ratos of the various 
activities. In these calculations, corrections for self-
absorption, absorption and backscattaring imist be made# I-lany 
of these corrections had to bo determined experimentally 
-i^ ile others could be obtained from previously published 
work on absolute bota counting. Since little -work has been 
published concerning the windowless gas flow Geiger-Mueller 
counter, some backscattering experiments were perfoinGd using 
this counter. 
BEVIBW OF LITERATDEE 
The Szilard-Chaliaers effect was first reported hy 
L. Szilard and T. Chalmers (1) in 193^ # A sample of ethyl 
iodide containing a trace of free iodine was irradiated 
with slow neutrons. A large fraction of the radioactivity-
produced the neutron capture was found in a new chemical 
form which was separated from the ethyl iodide by extraction 
with an aqueous solution of a reducing agent. In this 
manner these workers obtained a radioiodine sample with a 
higher specific activity than that of the ethyl iodide. 
Since then a great many other organic halides have been 
similarly investigated, S. Kikuchi, K, Fushlma and 
H, Aoki (2) have measured the energies of the gamnia-rays 
emitted by clilorine, bromine and iodine folloidng neutron 
capture, Froia these, the recoil energies of the halogen 
atoms have been calculated to be ample to cause rupture of 
the carbon halogen bonds, Howeverj in these studies it has 
been found that only about 50 per cent of the active atoms 
can be extracted from the target material; the rest 
apparently are retained in the organic phase, W, Libl^  (3) 
has formulated a theory of the retention mechanism in 
organic halides. He assumes that the gaEiiaa-ray emitted after 
neutron capture imparts a high enough energy to the recoil 
halogen atom to assure its quick removal from the molecule 
from 's^ ich it has just been ajected, so that it cannot 
rGCOEibins with this fragment. In passing throiigh the 
organic halide, the recoil atom may collide with another 
haolgen and be loft with too little energy to escape from 
the molecTJlar fragments formed by the collision, J. Franck 
and 1. Habinovitsch (k) first postulated this idea of a 
"reaction cage". Thus recombination may occur to form 
molocules of the original type* There is also a smaller 
probability for the formation of other types of organic 
halidos* 
Successful Szilard-Chalmers reactions have also been 
carried out with metal orgardc compounds and metal complox 
salts. Of particular interest here are those of platintim 
and cobalt ^ Ailch have been investigated# J. Steigman (5) 
has proposed the criterion of optical activity as a 
sufficient, but not necessary condition to be satisfied in 
(dioosing suitable complexes, since this should eliminate 
the possibility of ex<±iange. Among the inorganic complexes 
•^ ose optical isomers have bean resolved and, therefore, 
satisfy this criterion ares the oxalate, the ethylene-
diamine and the dipyridyl complexes# Platinum and cobalt 
have complexes belonging to one or more of these grotips. 
Steigman used aqueous solutions of the nitrates of Qie 
ethylenediaiaine complexes of platinum, cobalt, iridium, 
•7-
rhodium and nithenim to obtain high specific activities 
of these elements from (n,)!') reactions. In the casa of 
platintiia, the activity formed was separated by precipita­
tion of platinism metal with zinc dust and a little hydro­
chloric acid after the addition of 10-20 mg of platinum 
chloride carrier. This sample contained Mf times as much 
activity as the complex sample. However, the counting 
rates were not corrected for difforences in self-absorp­
tion "sdiich must have been Important here. The 
activity (5*3y) formed in neutron irradiation of the cobalt 
complex was separated by extraction of cobalt(II) thio-
cyanate by ether and aayl alcohol, and precipitated as 
cobalt sulfide for counting. The ratio of concentrate 
activity to the activity of the complex salt was found to 
be 10. 
S. Chatter^ ee and P. Ray (6) have concentrated 90 per 
cent of the Co^  activity formed in neutron bombardiaant of 
tion of the cobalt(II) t<;ith o<-nitroso- ^  -napthol. P. Sue 
and G. Kayas (7, 8) have studied the efficiency of the 
Szilard-Chalmers process in h©xaajaminecobalt(III) nitrate, 
tris(ethylenediaiaine) cobalt (III) nitrate and bisCdiethylene-
triamine) cobalt (III) nitrate to te.':t the hypothesis that the 
volume of the coordinated groups and the structure of the 
cobalt(II), by precipita-
-8-
complax ion, itself, may be important in. the success of a 
Szilard-Chalmers reaction. They proposed that although very 
large groups and complicated structuros should be highly 
effective in preventing exchange, they may actually decrease 
the probability that the central atom will be ejectod from 
_ the complex. They found 86 per cent of the activity ejected 
from the hexaanunine-, 75 per cent from the tris(ethylene-
diamine)- and only 10 per cent from the bis(diethylenetri-
amine)cobalt(III) nitrate. 
Fmr sudi reactions have been used to concentrate activ­
ity fonaed by (If n) reactions. W. Barkas and co-workers 
(9) have reported concentration of Br^ ®^ and B2*S0 t)y 
irradiation of liquid ethyl bromide with x-rays, produced 
by bombardiaent of lithium with protons. A concentration 
factor of around 10 per cent i/as obtained by aqueous ex­
traction of bromide ion. 0. G. Holmes and S. J. McCallum 
(10) reported the use of the copper salicylaldohyde-o-phenyl-
enediimine chelate complex to concentrate the Cu^ 3^ activity 
formed by irradiation in the 18 Mev maximum energy betatron 
of the University of Saskatchewan. They irradiated both the 
solid complex and pyridine solutions of the complex. When 
the solid was irradiated, washed ulth water and copper sul­
fide precipitated from the filtrate, 95 per cent of the 
activity was retained in the complex. If the solid was 
dissolved in pyridine aftar irradiation, copper carrier 
added, the complex precipitated with 15 per cent acetic acid, 
and the carrier remove3 as copper sulfide, only ^ -5 per cent 
of the activity iras foixrid in the complex# I'iheri a 0.053 M 
pyridine soliition of the complex was irradiated only 18 
per cent retention was observed# By adding varjring smotints 
of copper carrier to the solution to be irradiated, the re­
tention in the complex v;as reduced to 9 per cent. Similar 
results were obtained by R* Duffield and M. Calvin (11) in 
neutron bombardments of this complex. Holmes and McCallum 
calculated the maximuia recoil imparted to the Cu nucleus 
by the photonuclear process to be about 0.1 Mev which is 
more than enough to break chemical bonds. 
Ko record has been found in the literatuire of a Szilard-
Chalmers type process being used to concentrate cobalt or 
platiniam activities formed (^ ,n) reactions. i3y the fol­
lowing calculation (12, p. 262) it can be shown that the re­
coil energy of the active atoms formed in such processes is 
sufficient to break chemical bonds, most of •which are of liie 
order of 1-5 ev, and that one could, therefore, expect the 
active atoms to be ejected from the irradiated complexes. 
S^mChi/M) (1) 
where E^ is the energy of the incident gaaaaa-rays, Q is the 
energy released in the nuclear reaction or the threshold of 
-10-
the reaction, in is the mass of the neutron and H is the 
mass of the recoil atom. This equation neglects the small 
momentum imparted to the atom by the impinging gamrna~ray« 
(¥. Idbby (3) has derived an exact equation for the recoil 
energy.) From the available data on photoiieutron yields as 
functions of energy, Katz and co-workers (13) have noted 
that the cross sections have peaks, on the average, about 
6 Mav above the threshold for the reaction arsd the reso­
nance peaks have a half-^ /idth of 5-6 Mev. Therefore, most 
of the reactions \d.ll occur between 3 and 9 Mev above 
threshold v/hich means that the recoil energies are 0.05-
0.15 Mev for cobalt and 0.015-0.0^ 5 Mev for platinum. If 
the active atoms ejected in the photormclear process do not 
replace Inactive atoms in the complex, do not recombine 
%d.th fragments of the complex, and do not exchange, a con­
centration of the activity should be observed. 
There has been no previous report of the formation 
of any of the isotopes of cobalt by a photonuclear reaction 
on cobalt, probably because a (r,n) reaction gives only the 
72d Co^  ^or the 8.8 hour Co^ ®^  and Qr,2n) gives the 270d 
Co^ ,^ Little of the 72d or 270d cobalt would be formed in 
58BI 
the usual irradiation times, and the 8.8h Co cannot be 
readily detected t/ith the ordinary mica \d.ndo-w Geiger-
Mueller counter. Unless these activities can be separated 
"•IX-" 
chemically from the targat cobalt, there will be little 
chance of detecting them because of the very low specific 
activities ^ Jhich will be formed. 
The 72d Co58 was reported by J, J. Livingood and 
G. T. Saaborg (1^ ) in 1938. Its half-life vfas measured 
as 72d and the activity definitely assigned by them to 
Co^  ^in 19^ 1 (15). It was produced by the following re-
actionss I'in(<^ ,n), Id(n,p), Fe(d,i-), Fe(p,o^  and probably 
by B^ e(o(,np). They also reported that the activity emitted 
a 0,6 Mev gamma-ray and positrons having a mazinmm energy 
of O.U- Mev. L. G. Elliott and M. Deutsch (16,17) have stud­
ied the disintegration scheme by examination of a Co^  ^
source in the magnetic lens spectrometer, and found a gamaa-
ray of 0.810 ^0.015 Mev. Ey beta-ray spectrometer measure­
ments it %iras showx to emit positrons with a maximum energy 
of 0.^ 70 ±0.015 Mev. They reported that decays to a 
state of Fe^  ^0.805 Mev above the ground state and that 
this state decays emission of a gamma-ray. Linety per 
cent of the Co^  ^disintegrations were fomid to occur by K 
electron capture vdiila the other 10 per cent are by the 
0.^ 7 Mev positrons. Bach positron emitted is aceonpanied 
by a 0.805 Mev gamma-ray. ¥. M. Good, D. Peaslee and M. 
Deutsch (18) have found the positron branching ratio for 
Co58 to be 0.1^ 5^ 0.005 positrons per disintegration. 
12-
K. Strauch (19) first reported identification of Co^ ®^. 
He observed that it decays with an 8»8h half-life 1^  emission 
of a 2^ .9 ± 1.0 Kev gamma-ray, and determined the ratio of 
the K to L conversion coefficients to be 1.9 ^  O.2. 
Strauch believes this transition is of the type vL s The 
relative cross section for the formation of to Co^ ® 
i(^ en manganese is bombarded with alpha particles was calcu-
lated to be 1.7 from data he obtained by observation of 
growth of the continuous positron spectrum of the 72d activ­
ity. The 8»8h activity was also found in cobalt fractions 
from nickel and cobalt bombarded with 18 Mev deuterons and 
fast neutrons, and from deuterons on copper. 
In the following investigation the nuclear isomers of 
58 Co have been separated and their relative rates of for­
mation for the photonuclear process calculated. E. Segre, 
R. Halford and G. T. Seaborg (20) first reported chemical 
separations of nuclear isomers. They separated the l8m 
80 1 % 80 daughter of Br from the upper level of Br . Ter-
fin tiary butyl bromide containing Br was synthesized and 
shaken with a methanol-water solution. The tertiary butyl 
bromide was separated by extraction with benzene, bromide 
carrier was added to the water layer and the bromide x^ as 
, , So 
precipitated with silver ion. The l8ffi daughter of Br 
was found in this precipitate from the aqueous phase. 
•"13' 
Dq Vault and Llbby (21) observed similar results -with 
broraofora» G. T. Seaborg, G. Priedlander and J. Kennedy 
X?7 (22) studied the isomeric transitions in Si , Te "" and 
129 f©  ^using the Zn and Te diethyl compounds* !Eiey were able 
127 129 
to separate the Te and Te isomers in which a conver­
sion electron is emitted although energies of only 9*2 and 
6.6 kcal are imparted to the recoil tellurium atoms* The 
69 
Zn isomers, in vftiich the transition gamma-rays are largely 
•unconverted, but which give an energy of ^  kcal to the re­
coil zinc atoms could not be separated* Therefore, they con­
cluded that the isomer separation process occurs duo to the 
high state of electronic excitation resulting from the loss 
of a conversion electron, rather than from the recoil energy 
imparted to the atoms* E* Cooper (23) has shovn theoretically 
that decay by E-capture or internal conversion can cause sep­
aration of a daughter activity from the original complex* 
These processes result in a vacancy in the K or L electron 
shells* During the filling of such a vacancy a large positive 
charge can be accumiolated by Auger processes* A molecule con-
tainii^  an atom -which can undergo an isomeric transition is 
considered as being at the minimum of its potential energy 
curve* After the isomeric transition process the original 
atomic configuration of the molecule may no longer represent 
the minimum potential energy of the molecule and on vibration 
dissociation ^ rf.11 occur. 
IPablo 1 shows the knotm platiniim activities and their 
mass assignments and the stable isotopes of platintua as 
given by the United States National Bureati of Standards (2^ , 
p. 225) 
Table 1. Platiraam Isotopes 
190* 191 192* 19^  19k* 19^ m 19^ 1. 196* 197* 198* 199 
0.012 3d 0.78 32.8 SOm 33*7 25.^  I8h 7.2 29m 
K K I.T. 
•Steble' isotopesT'abSidance givenTii per cent. 
Of these, the only activities ^ ich would be 02spected 
197 19"^  from photonuclear reactions on platlniM are Pt , Pt and 
metastable states of the stable isotopes, formed as a result 
of (JT, n) or possibly reactions. Pt^ ^^  might be 
formed in very low yield» !i!ables 2, 3»  ^ 5 stmunarize 
the present toioiirledge abotit these activities. 
19^  The mass assignment of the BOia platiniim to Pt , how­
ever, does not appear to be definitely established. R. Sherr, 
K. T» Bainbridge and li. H. ijidorson (2^ ) suggested its assign-
196 197 
meiit to a metastable st&te of Pt ^  or Pt on the basis of 
Its production by fast, but not slow neutron bombardment of 
platinum, by deuterons on platinum and by fast neutron 
bombardment of mercury, but not by alphas on osmium or by 
15-
191 
Table 2. Pt^  
fi- 3.0d G. Wilkinson 19^  (26) 
Hadiations 
K Q. Wilkinson 19^  (26) 
0- - 0.5 
r 0.57 
1.7 
K.I# x-rays 
Formation 
Ir(d, 2n) G. Wilkinson 19^  (26) 
Pt(n, 2n) 
Pt (a, p) small amount 
Basis of Ifeiss Assignment 
Daughter of 1 d Au^ ^^  G, Wilkinson 19^  (26) 
Eo Ir daughter of more than a fw minutes 
Mot produced hy (n,3r) 
fabl© 3* Pf .193 
Half-Ufe 
3»1> 
'f.Od 
2»8d 
3.3a 
a. Wilkinson 19'^  (26) 
lU Hole 19!^  (27) 
C» I'lartdQVllle ay^ d others 19^  (28) 
R, S. Krlshmn aiid A» Hahm 1^ 1 (29) 
1937 (^ ) }5, M. McMillan 
Badiations 
K 
« 0,115 
K, 
0*112 
- 0*126 
0#X8,1*5 
t* as-rays 
G. 
C. 
G* 
r. 
G. 
G. 
C, 
(K x-rmy)/<I» x-ray) 
- .5 G. 
or T X 
coincMencos C» 
Wilkinson 
a, Mandovlll© and others 
Vlllkinson 
Holo 
Hole 
Wllkiiaaon 
l^ llkiason 
S# t!and@"ville and otiiors 
Wilkinson 
<?,• I-^ idovlllo and others 
19k9 (26) 
19^  (28) 
1^  Izs]  
19i»6 (27 
I9H8 (27I 
19!t9 (26! 
19% (26] 
19^  (28: 
19% (26) 
19^  (28) 
Forsatlon 
Pt(n,y) 
not ifimy) 
?t(fast n) 
Pt(d,p) 
IrCdj^ J 
Ir(p<,pn) 
C» S. MaiidQTlllQ and others 
G* I'lilkinson 
S. M. McMillan 
L# Serers 
H* I&>1@ 
H. Hols 
H* S. Erlshnan and 5U A. Mhtm 19^ 1 
G. Vlllkinson 
&!» Wilkinson 
19^  (28) 
19% (26; 
1937 
19m 
19h8 
19!t9 (26) 
1949 (26) 
itosis of Mass Assigment 
19*^  
Baughtor of I6h AvT^  
G# Wilkinson 19^  (26) 
Ko Ir daiightar of tt ffior©JHiaB a few mimtes 19^  (26) 
Hot formed by decay of 19% (26) 
-17-
195ni(?) 
fable If. Pt ^  
Half-life 
a SOm R. Sherr aiid others 19^ 1 (25) 
78m I. Hole 19^ 8 (2?) 
8/^  D, L. Mock and others 19^  C32) 
Radiations 
X. T. 
ar 5 0.337 H. Hole 19^  (27) 
C< « CJO 
K/L i lt3 
Formation 
Pt(d,p) R. Sherr and othars 19^ 1 (25) 
Ptffast n) R, Sherr and others 19ifl (25) 
Ptl^ ',n) D. L. Mocls and others 19^  (32) 
Hg(n,«) H, Sherr and others 19^ 1 (25) 
Basis of Mass Assignment 
Kot produced by Pt(n,JC) B. Sherr and others 19^ 1 (25) 
Ho active daughter (?) H» Hole 19^  (27) 
Hot produced by on 
Os or d*s on Ir R, Sherr and others 19^ 1 (25) 
-18-
Table 5. 
Half-life 
Tx m l8h G. Wilkinson 19^ 9 (26) 
 ^ 19h E. I'U McMillan and others 1937 OO) 
R. Sharr and others 19^ 1 (25) 
Radiations 
f- 0.65 R* Shorr and others 19^ 1 (25) 
0.72 R. S. Krishnan and g. A. Kahum 19^ 1 (29) 
Formation 
Pt(n,y) 
Pt(d,p) 
Pt(n,2n) 
Pt( jr,n) 
HgCnj-x) 
E. K. McMillan, and othors 1937 (30) 
L. Soren and others 19W (31) 
R. S. Krishnan and S. A. Kahum 19^ a (29) 
R. Shorr and othors 19^ +1 (25) 
H. Wafflar and 0. Hirzol 19^  (33) 
R. Shorr and othors 19^ 1 (25) 
Basis of Mass Assigmaent 
Ko active daughter 
R, S. Krishnan and E. A. Kahma 19^ 1 (29) 
•19' 
deuteroris on iridium* Hole (27) reported the eross section 
ratio of a 3*^ 5^  activity to the 78a activity prod-acod in 
fast neutron irradiations of platinum to be about 15* Hole 
stated that he looked for daughters to both of these activ­
ities with "no result". He gave no indication of the method 
he used and it is difficult to understand how the formation 
197 
of the l8h Pt daughter could have been definitely ruled 
out since this isotope was forniGd in high abimdance in the 
irradiations. On the basis of Hole's report, l^ ie United 
States National Bureau of Standards (2^ ) has, tentatively, 
« 19^ 
assigned an 80a activity to Pt • It was probably assigned 
195 1<56 
to Pt rather than Pt because metastable states of 
even^ -even isotopes are believed to be highly improbable (3^ )« 
193 
Wilkinson (26) has assigned a ^ •33d activity to Pt 
191 
and a 3*0d activity to Pt • He made a careful study of the 
properties and formation of these two isotopes and the assign­
ments seem to be quite definitely established. He found no 
iridiiaia daughters of half-lives greater than a few minutes 
193 191 
to either the ^ .33^  Pt or the 3«0d Pt • However, the 
K/L x-ray ratio of 0«5 observed for the ^ f.SSd activity is 
abnormally low, and may indicate decay by I. electron cap­
ture in addition to K capture, or gaoma-ray conversion in the 
L shell. A 3*3^  activity which McMillan and co-workers (30) 
detected in 1937 from slow neutron irradiation of platinum 
-20. 
197 
and. suggested might be isomeric with the l8h Pt § was 
probably the ^ •33<i Pt^ ^^ « The 3«^ ?^  activity vtiich Hoi© 
produced in fast, but not slow, neutron irradiation of 
platinum can also be identified as He found 'ttiat 
it omitted a 0»126 Mev garam-ray and reported a K/L ratio 
of 0«23« Since it would be expected that the yield of 
193 
Pt •would be much higher in fast than in slow neutron 
irradiations, its intensity mst have been below Hole's 
limit of detection in slow neutron irradiations# Other 
investigators (28, 30) have reported the formation of 
similar activities in slo%^  neutron irradiations of plati-
nura. Recently, J. M. Cork and co-workers (35) have re­
ported activities of 17»^ , 3»^  and 83d in platinum ir­
radiated in the pile. 
There seams to be something of a paradox in the abov© 
resuits» Although Wilkinson found no daughter to the ^ •33d 
193 Pt , the low K/L ratio and the high conversion coefficient 
indicate an internal transition. On the basis of this evi­
dence and the 3-^  half-life, M, Goldhaber and A» ¥. Simyar 
(36) have classified a platinum isotope havin.g these char­
acteristics as an type of internal transition. If sucdi an 
isomeric transition actually does take place to a daughter 
193 Pt , decaying by electron capture T??lth a very long or very 
short half-life, Wilkinson would not have detected it. The 
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presance of an isomeric transition in Ft^ 93 would appear to 
be a possibility which should ba investigated further# 
•Hioro are a fow raports in tha litsratura of the forma­
tion of platinnni activitias by (J'yn) rooctions. D. L. Hock 
and others (32) have reported the forKiation of an 87® plati-
nma activity whan platinura is irradiated in tho 20 Kov beta­
tron, and H« Wafflar and 0. Ilirzel (33) produced tho l8h 
Pt^ 97 by Irradiation of platintun with tho garana-rays from 
lithi"ura« Thay roport the rolativo cross section for tha 
formation of tha l8h platin-un to ba approximately 200 if tho 
roaction Gu^ 3 (J ,n) (9*88in) is takor. as 100* 
At tho tima this investigation x>/as bogtm, tho only 
reported activities of iridium wore the ID.??! Ir^ ,^ the 
1.^ 2n and 70d lr^ 92 and tho 19h Ir^ 9^  (2^ ). Of thoso, only 
the 19h would ba expoctod to bo forsod in high intansity 
from photomiclear reactions on platinmi, although a vory 
low intansity of tho 70d might ba observed. Decays of 
19«0h, 20»7h and 19*5h (37> 31 > 38) by eiidssion of negative 
betas of 2.1 liev (37? 38) and 0.^  Mov (39)? and by gaimaa-
rays of 1.3^ -1.6? (^ , 39, 37) and O.38 Mev (37) have boon 
observed. Recently, in irradiation of platinum with x-rays, 
Butemont (^ 1, ^ 2) reported a 66rn activity which ho tenta­
tively assigned to Ir^ 95j or raoro likely to Ir^ 97 on tha 
basis of its yiald rolativo to the l8h iridlun# However, 
with stronger samples from (n,p) reactions on platinum 
-22. 
he has observed a half-life of I20-1^0m (^ 3) rather than 66m, 
There are som© reports on recent investigations of the 
relative yields of z-ray induced imclear reactions. H. L* 
Perlman and G. Friedlander (Mf, determinad the yields 
of many and a few ( ^,2n> and (i^ ,2p) reactions 
relative to the reaction, (i^ ,n) as one. ^^ he yields 
were determined by irradiation of various cleiaents with the 
x-rays produced in a tungsten target by 50 and 100 tiesv 
electrons. The yield ratios are nearly the same at both 
58 
energies. For the (IT^ n) reaction on Ki , the yield is 6.3 
i^ ile for (/,n) on Cu^ ,^ it is about 33*0 at 100 Mev» For 
reactions, values seam to vary between ^  and 8 v/ith no 
upward trend as is observed id.th (<r,n) reactions. Price and 
Kerst (^ ) have also investigated the neutron yields of sone 
(i'ln) processes induced by using betatron bremsstrahlimg witti 
maxinium energies of 18 and 22 Mev. Kiey have prepared a 
smooth curve of the photoneutron yields versus atomic number 
and have obtained fair agreement •with the theoretical yield 
curve predicted by M, GoldObaber and B. Teller (^ 7)f and with 
the yields reported by Friedlander and Porlman, Waffler and 
Hirzel and MeBlhinney and co-workers. 
In the following investigations, absolute beta disinte­
gration rates were frequently compared and the results of 
previously reported backscattering, self-absorption and self-
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scattering" esperiments for the conv^ tional end-windov 
Geiger-Mueller tube were used )^, Mo such data vera 
available for the gas flovr counter, although recently Vh L, 
Graf, C. L. Comar and I. H. l#iitney (50) have compared the 
alumirm absorption and sQlf-.abv<3orption ctirves of various 
beta-Qiaitters in the tfindox/less Geiger-I-fueller type gas flow 
counter, the thin end-window counter and the •windowless pro­
portional counter. They fotmd that the effects of absorption 
and solf-absorption are of considerably greater magnitude in 
the windovless counters. This indicates that a much larger 
proportion of very low energy betas \ias being measured. VJhen 
they determined the values for the internal counters using the 
2 
counting rate at 5.9 mg/cm sample thiclsness as the Hq value, 
the curves became identical \d.th those for the end-\d.ndo%f 
counter. The ivindov^ less counters vrere found to be 30 tines 
more sensitive than the end-window coxmter for 0.167 Mev 
betas and 10 times more sensitive for 0.53 betas. 
IKSTHJM;®TS :3:PLOYED 
Synchrotron 
Tha Iowa State College synchrotron vhich exhibits a 
continuous spectinam (51) from zero to a naximm energy of 
68^ 5 used for all irradiations# Tlis saxaploa to be 
irradiated wore contained in tast tubes of 1 cm diamoter. 
The test tubo was hold in a specially constructod lucita 
holder which was carafully aligned in the x-ray beam. Only 
one sample at a tims was irradiatod and all irradiations 
wara at tho Kiazimuin onargy of tho synchrotron. The inten­
sity of tho bean was monitorad by an ionisation chaiabor and 
plotted by a recording milliarniaator. All of the sanples 
used for yield determinations xmro irradiatod at a nearly 
constant bean intensity. 
Beta Counters 
Standard ond-^ ilndov Geigor-tfujllor counter tubes manu­
factured by the Victoreen Instruiaont Company and Radiation 
Counter Laboratories were used to measure the platinum, 
iridium, carbon and chlorine activities. The thiclmess of 
the mica t/indows ranged from 1.9 to 2.2 mg/ca^ , 1518 counters 
were mounted in lead or heavy iron housings to minimize the 
background counting rates. Background and Co^ O standard 
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sanple counts vera taken with all measurements. 
Wlndowless Gas Flow Typo Gaigar-Mualler Coimtar 
In order to count the lot/ energy radiation from 
it v;as necessary to uso a vindox'/less gas flow typo Gaiger-
I'iUeller counter. A one place gas flow counter laade by the 
K. Vfood Conpany was used. This counter operated at about 
1300 volts. "Q" gas obtained from the Kuclear Instrument 
and Chemical Corporation \ias passed through the counter at 
a constant rate. A Co^  electroplated standard was counted 
"before and after all axperiiiiental samples. Conventional 
scale of scalers made by the Instruiaent Development 
Laboratory and the Iluclear Instrument and Chemical Corpora­
tion ware used in con;3unction with all the Gaiger-Mueller 
counters. 
Electrodeposition Apparatus 
Tha cobalt counting sauplas were electroplated using a 
Sargent-Slomin electro-analyzer with a rotating anode. For 
these anodes, 3/3-6 inch diameter graphite sample electrodes 
used to produce the arc in emission spectroscopic analyses 
ware employed. These electrode a coiild be changed so that 
there was no danger of radioactive contamination from a 
previous axpariment. A micro electroanalysis cell, manu­
factured by Tracerlab, Incorporated especially for use in 
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elactroplating radioactivity for counting saraplas, was usad 
to hold the solutions. This cell consists of a metal frano 
on tiio bottom of Miich a platinum disc 2.55 era in diametsr, 
wMch serves as the cathode, is placod, A rubber gasket and 
glass chimnay are held sacuroly on top of this. The coll has 
a BaximuH capacity of 50 iil. VJhen the electrolysis has boon 
conpletad tha liquid can bo poured off, tho chiiiinay and 
gasket removed and the electroplated sample weighed and 
counted. 
Filtering Apparatus 
The conventional filtering techniques aro not convenient 
for tha preparation of radiochemical assays. They are often 
slov and it is difficult to obtain evenly deposited precipi­
tates which can ba removed quantitatively fron the filter for 
weighing and counting. Therefore, a special filtering appar­
atus used in the preparation of sr-mples of platinxim, 
iridium, osmium and chlorine activity. Using this apparatus 
filtering can be done rapidly, and even deposits of the pre­
cipitate over a uniform area are obtained. The samples can 
bo readily washed and removed quantitatively for weighing ard 
coimting. 
The apparatus ¥as constructed in the following mam'ier. 
One end of a glass sealing tube 3»0 cm in diameter, contain­
ing a coarse fritted glass disc was cut off flush with the 
fritted disc and ground ovon x/lth it. To tha other end of 
the tuba, which formed the bowl of tha filter fmmal, 5 cm 
of 0.6 cm diometar glass tiibing was saalod. The filter could 
than be placod in a suction flask in tha usual way« Filter 
paper discs nearly 3*0 cia in diameter i/ara placed on top of 
the fritted glass disc. A 2.6 ca dianetor glass chimnay was 
hald socurely over the filter paper by rubber bands attached 
to glass hooks on the chlonoy and to others on the tube just 
balow tha fritted glass disc. Suction was applied by means 
of a water aspirator and the solution to bo filtered v/as 
poured into the chimney. After filtering, the samples ware 
washed "v/ith alcohol and ethor and the chiianay was rano¥ed. 
The filter paper containing the 2*6 cn dianeter sample could 
then bo easily lifted off the fritted disc, dried and weighed. 
Before the preparation of the saraple tha filter paper 
similarly washed, dried and weighed. 
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imTlRIALS 
Preparation of Complaxos 
Si© K2fCo(C20ij,)3].3H20 used in the following investiga­
tions was prepared according to tha procedure givan by D, K. 
Yost (52, p* 37)• IPt()i^ ]CI2• H2O and a carrier solution 
of PtClijr ware prepared from directions givon by R» H. Kellar 
(53, p. 251). [Pt(i:H3)2CliJ was synthasizGd according to 
directions given by J. ¥. Mellor (5^ , p. 308). K2ptCli^  was 
prepared by reduction of K2PtCl^  with K2C20lf (55, P* 286) • 
Reagent grade chamicals, ijhan available, wera -usod in all 
of the syntheses. Otherid.so CP chemicals were usad. 
Special Chanicals 
Platinum(Iir) chloride was obtainad from l^ iallinckrodt 
Caiemical Works# A spactrographic analysis indicatod that it 
contained no iridimi, osmim or othar contaminants which woiild 
produce intorfaring activities# In ona irradiation platinum 
foil was used and a spactrographic analysis of it gave siia-
ilar rasnlts. The osmiun used as carrier was obtainod from 
Hallinckrodt Ghamical Works as osmim tatroxida, Iridima, 
obtained as CP iridiuri trichloride,from Fisher Sciontific Co. 
was usad as carrier. 
The hydrazine dihydrochlorida usad in the cobalt electro­
plating solutions vms tosted for iron bofora usa. Sovoral 
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bottlas of CP grade ware foimd to contain enough of this 
contaminant to causa seriotis errors in the weights of the 
cobalt sanplas. 
Ion Exchange Resins 
Amberlito IRC-50 cation exchange rosin manufactured by 
the Rohm and Haas Company was used in the separation of the 
cobalt(II) from the cobalt complex. It possesses only one 
type of active exchange center, a carbojcylic acid group# 
This was convarted to the potassium salt before use by treat­
ment vath potassium hydroxide * This resin is particularly 
useful in neutral and alkaline solution. Above a pH of 
7.0, almost all the carboxylic acid groups take part in ex­
change reactions. At this pH, IRC-50 has a weight capacity 
of 7»8-8.0 meq/g and a volume capacity of 3«6-3»8 meq/ml. 
Duolita A-2, manufactured Ir/ the Chemical Procoss Co*, 
and Amberlito IR-^ B, obtained from the Rohm rtnd Haas Co., 
were used in soma of the experiments irith the platinum com­
plexes. Duolite A-2 is a phenolic resin ar.d Amberlite IH-te 
is a weakly basic resin containing a modified anine as the 
active group. Before use, these were converted to the 
acetate or oxalate forms by treatment with EaC2H^ 02 or 
KgCgOi^ , respectively. 
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EXPERIMBTAL IlfVESTIGATIOHS 
Backscattering in the Windowless Counter 
Introduction 
It TMs necessary to use the vrindowless gas flow tjrpe 
Geiger-Mueller tube to cotmt the 17 and 2^  Kev conversion 
58m 
electrons ^ aitted Co • The windowless counter has a 
counting efficiency of nearly 80 per cor.t \^ 0n samples are 
mounted on platinum t^ hile the efficiency of most end-v/indow 
counters is only about 10 per cent. In general, the deter-
mination of absolute disintegration rates from counting 
rates involves the following equation derived by L. R. 
2um\mlt (56)« 
(d/B) = (c/ra)/ f^ ^^ fgfjjfg(Q/lOO) (2) 
G the factor for the effect of beta-ray absorption 
by the counter tube -trindow and air in the space betv/een the 
tube and the source# f^  is the effect of air in scattering 
beta-particles into the counter, f is the factor for the 
B 
increase of counting rate duo to backscattering by the 
material supporting the source, the factor for the 
effect of the sourca support structure and vails of the 
housing in scattering beta-particles into the counter tube. 
f„ is the factor for the effect of the mass of the source in D 
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causing both scattering and absorption of beta-particlas and 
G is the geometry. Assmiing isotropic omission of radiation, 
tho geomotry factor for trio i/indowless counter is 50 per cant 
siiico ono-half of tho olectrons would then be directed toxmrd 
the sensitive volumo of the counter and bo detected. For tho 
vindowloss counter, % and f^  are one. fg must be determined 
experinentally, but will bo one in tho follov/ing experiments 
Xiihere essentially weightless sources are used, fg and f|| can 
be incorporated into a single backscattering factor, B, •which 
nust be deterainod experimantally, A knowladge of the mgni-
tude of the backscattering for various energy bota~enitters 
duo to different sample backings is, therefore, necessary if 
one is to detarniine absolute disintegration rates in the 
d^.ndowlass counter. 
Since no backscattering data were found in the litera­
ture, the factor had to be detorminod experiraentally. For 
the end-window counter, tho counting rate of a nearly weight­
less source on a thin film can be used as the value for zero 
backscatterer. This counting rate can then be compared Xtrith 
the rates resultii^  from placing backscatterars of various 
elements directly behind the source. However, in tiie floij-
counter, one cannot obtain the counting rate at zero back­
scatterer in this roanner since the saiaple mst always be 
placed directly on top of the steel base of the counter 
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Ghambar# !l!lie cotmting rats with various backscatterers can 
be obtained if the sample is placed on backscatterars of at 
least "infinite thictoiess" for the radiation involved* (An 
"infinite thickness" backscatterer is one which gives the 
maxirauia limiting cotmting rate. Engalkemier and co-workers 
(^ •9) have shown that a thickness greater than 20 per cent of 
the beta-particle range gives the maximiim or saturation 
effect.) Ctoe-half the absolute disintegration rate of the 
sample, if knoim, is used as the value for zero backscatterer. 
From the variation of the counting rate with atomic number of 
backscatterer, curves of counting efficiency versus atomic 
number of backscatterer can be plotted for each beta-emitter 
investigated. "Hie desired backscattering factor can then be 
read from these curves. 
B:gperim8ntal procedure 
Activities used. Four different beta-emitters were 
used in the experiments to indicate variations which might 
be due to the beta-ray energies and possibly to the fora of 
the spectrum. Table 6 gives the pertinent data concerning 
them. 
Ifeterials used as backscatterers. Beryllium, magnesiuia, 
aluminum, nickel, copper, silver, tantaliam and platinum 
metals were used as backscatterors. Discs about 2.5 om 
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fabla 6<, Characteristics of Beta-emitters 
Activity % (Mev) Specific activity 
(d/m mg) 
QiGaical 
fora 
Sourc© 
Ni^ 3 85y 0.067 5.3 X 10® 
(50a « O.Ol^ g) 
HiClg Oak Ridge Pile 
M(n,n 
s35 87d 0.17 no carrier 
i50A m O.OO^ g) 
HgSOi^  Oak Ridge Pile 
Gl(n,p) 
Co® 5.3y 0.31 5 X io7 
(504 s 0.15^ g) 
C0CI2 Oak Rld|e Pile 
Co(n,n 
p32 ilf.3d 1.7 h.2 X 108 H3POI1. V, s. Burea-u 
(50^  « 0«02^ g) of Standards 
S(n,p) 
r 
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in diameter and thick enough to insure saturation back-
scattering were used* The stirfaces of the metals wore 
different, the platinum being bright while the tantalum 
was quite dull. All of the discs except the beryllium 
were cut from commercial foils -^ lich were probably fab­
ricated by rolling. The beryllium discs appeared to 
have been cut by an abrasive ^ eel from rod. The magne­
sium discs were etched \'rfLth dilute HCl to remove the oxide 
film. 
Preparation of samples. In preliminary experiments, 
5D\ aliquots of the various active solutions were evapo­
rated directly on the metal backscatterers. Two samples 
I 
of each were prepared and counted. An absolute stand­
ard was prepared diluting an aliquot of a lational 
aireau of Standards sample of known disintegration rate 
and evaporating 50N of it on platinum. The absolute dis­
integration rate of the Co^  samples ms determined by 
comparison with the counting rate of an electroplated 
Co^  secondary standard. Its disintegration rate was de­
termined by comparison •id.th a similarly prepared primajy 
Co60 standard %fiiose absolute disintegration rate had been 
calculated by F. J. Hughes from coincidence counting data. 
In a second series of esiperiaents, 2Japon films of 
about 30 thictoiess were supported on top of thin 
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plastic rings 2*5 cm in diamotsr and 1#0 m high. A 50A 
aliquot of each activity was then evaporated on a film. 
The ring was placed directly on the various back-
scatterers so that the saiaple of activity was on top of th© 
film facing toTOrd the cotinter and 1*0 m above the back-
scatterer. 
Itesiats and discussion 
comparison of the P32 sample evaporated on platinum 
with its absolute disintegration rate^  as determined from 
the iiational Bureau of Standards data, an over-all effi­
ciency for the flow comter of 0.775 counts/disintegration 
was foxind. Mien the absolute disintegration rate of the 
P32 T^ as calculated by comparison \dth the Co^ O standard, 
a value 1.07 timoo that of the value calculated from the 
National Bureau of Standards data \ra.s obtained. Both B. P» 
Burtt (57) and T» Mvey (53) have reported obtaining values 
8 per cent higher for the absolute disintegration rate of 
p32 than the imlues given "by the National Bureau of Stand­
ards. They believe the Hational Bureau of Star.dardo value 
to be in error l3y 8 per cent becausc of self-scattering 
due to the finite thickness of the Ba D-Ba E standards 
I'^ ich they used. 
Tha restilts from the samples prepared by evaporation 
of the actlvltios directly on the backscatterer proved err-
atic for 111^ 3 and ljut quite satisfactory for Co^  and 
p32, HowBTer, it was noted tliat platinum gave results 
\diicli appeared high in relation to the tantalum values, 
©lis nay have beon due to differences in the metal sur­
faces* !nie erratic results obtained with Ki^ 3 and s35 may 
have been due to differences in the metal surfaces, attack 
of the metals by the very dilute acid solutions with sub­
sequent self-absorption of the activities, or by uneven 
distribution of activity on the backscatterer# All of 
these factors would become more important with the lower 
energy beta-emitters. 
The thin film experiment was undertaken to minimiz© 
the various surface effects. Also, since the same sample 
of each activity could be used with the different back-
scatterers, it was necessary to prepare only one sample of 
each activity and errors due to pipeting or differences in 
distribution of the activity wora eliminated. Any differ-
encQs in counting rate could then bo duo only to tho back­
scatterer. The curves for Co^  and P32 were essentially 
the same as in the preceding experiments in ii^ ch the 
activity was evaporated directly on the metal surface. 
The results obtained from the thin film samples are shot/n 
in Figure 1. One-half the absolute disintegration rate of 
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Figure 1 - Backscattering curves for the wlndowless counter. 
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Co^ O and p32 -was plotted at zero backscatterer. The curves 
for S35 and Co^  appear to have reached their satura­
tion backscattering value at platinum ^ tiile tho p32 curve 
may still b© rising very slowly. Since one-half the ab­
solute disintegration rate was not knovm for m63 and s35j 
tiiQir cui^ es wore plotted so that the flat portions coin­
cided with that of tho Co^  ^curve# Although the shapo of 
the curves is different, the low energy 111^ 3 radiation 
reaching its maximuia value much more rapidly than tho higher 
energy beta-omitters, the saturation backscattering value 
seonis to be independent of the energy of the beta-emitter. 
Using an end-window Geiger-Mueller tube, L. R. Ztmwalt (?6) 
has found that in the beta-energy range 0.3-l*7 Hav, tho 
percentages of backscattering obtained viith backings of 
various atomic nmber all fell close to the same curve if 
the counting rates wero corrected for absorption in air and 
in tho mica windov;. 
The over-all counting efficiency for the activities on 
different backscatterors can bo read from Figure 1. "Vtion 
samples are moimted on platinum, the counting efficiency 
seems to be nearly the same for the beta enorgio.: investi­
gated. Although a curve for Co?^  ^was not obtained, the 
values for Ki^ 3 a: c. would be expected to be about the 
same since most of the botas emitted by the Ili^  ^have 
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energies comparable to the 1? and 2^  Kev convarsion elac-
troBs of Co^ ®^. Orx tho basis of the restilts shoxjn in 
Figure I, the backscattoring factor i/as ass-umod to be the 
same for the arid Co^  samples electroplated on plat-
Inm \«tiich were compared in the follo\d.ng investigations. 
Cobalt-58 and Cobalt-58Ei 
Choice of coia'Dlex 
In order to produce a high spocific activity of Co^ ® 
and Co^ ®^  the complex, [Co(C^ Oi^ )] .SH^ O, was irradiated 
in the 68 Mev x-ray beam of tha synchrotron* This com­
plex was chosen for several reasons. KLrst, it belongs 
to one of the three main classes of complexes idiose 
optical isomers have been resolved* lEherefore, the cen-» 
tral cobalt atom vjould not be expected to undergo ex­
change. Second, since the cobalt is in the anion,the 
active atoms, which are e;iected from the coroplex and ifdll 
probably be present as cobalt(II) ions, can be separated 
from it by use of a cation exchange resiru This separa­
tion method is efficient and rapid, and does not necessi­
tate the addition of inactive cobalt carrier. Third, the 
preparation of this complex is relatively simple and can 
be accomplished in a short time. 
fygm 
The rate of formation of Co"^  to Co"^  was detemined 
on t&e basis of the principle that decay of Co^ ®^  to Co^ ® 
the ©mission of conversion electrons would cause dis­
sociation of the complex in \^ ich the Co^ ^^  was present 
originally. Therefore, the cosaplex, [co(C20ij.)3] 9 was 
prepared in solution from the activity separated in the 
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Szilard-CSialmers process. After a period of tim© the 
activity present as cobalt(II) was separated fron the com-
pl©:s and the amount of the activities in the complex arid 
in the separated cobalt(II) wex'e determined. From these 
data it vas possible to calculate the relative rates of 
foiTiation of the two isomers. 
The ratio of the rate of formation of Co^ ®® to that of 
was determined by comparison of the absolute disintegra­
tion rate of Co^ ^^  with that of the formed in a portion 
of the complex during the same irradiation by C/jh) re­
actions on the oxalate carbon. 
Resin Separation. !Che effectiveness of a cation ex­
change resin in separating cobalt(II) fron the complex 
anion, [co{C20i^ )3]' was determined performing tracer 
experiments using Co^ . Trac© amounts of Co^  activity in 
the form of cobalt(II) were added to solutions containing 
0.5 g complex per 20 ml of water. To these, 0.2? g of 
IRC-50 cation exchange resin in the potassium form were 
added for each 20 ml of solution. Samples were taken before 
and after shaking the solution with the resin for varying 
periods of time. It was found that after 15 minutes only 
2-3 per cent more of the activity was removed fron the solu­
tions by further treatment with the resin. Therefore, in 
all of tha folloi/iiig separations the rosin was shalcon ultii 
tha solutions for only 15 uinutas. 
Tlio complex solution normally had a pH of about 5*8, 
but initial pH values of 3.I up to 5*8 v/era obtained by tho 
addition of the cobalt tracer in dilute HGl soltition. In 
this range the fractional separation appeared to be inde-
pendant of the initial pH. In a series of seven exporinents, 
a separation of 96.^ ='= 1.7 por cent vas obtainad i^ ian the 
final pH v;as between 6.5 and 9*5» At pH values above 9»5j 
decomposition of the conplox was observed and tho separa­
tion efficiency decraased* Tha decrease in separation 
efficiency nay be due to the formation of a precipitate of 
cobalt (III) hydroxide •'Aich either carries or exchanges 
T'/ith the active cobalt(II). At final pH values rauch below 
6.5, the capacity of tho resin is low due to reversion of 
the resin to the iiydrogen form. The presence of amonia in 
tho pH range of 6.5-9*0 also reduced tho efficiency of tho 
separation. 
 ^ It vras found that quantitative removal of tha cobfilt(II) 
activity on tho resin could be accomplished in a few minutes 
by heating the resin idth two 10 rH portions of 6 K HCl. 
Hlectrodenosition. All cobalt coimting samples vera pre­
pared by electroplating the cobalt on platinum discs 2.5 cn 
in diameter. The deposition i-^ as carried out in the apparatus 
previously described* The completeness of the deposition 
was tested using Co^  as tracer. Using the following pro-
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cedure it \7as found that at least 99 per cent of the Co 
activity, in solutions having a voluEte of 5-10 ml and 
containing 0«5-3»OMg of cobalt carrier, •was renovod in 
15 minutes \^ ith a current of about 1#5 amperes# A solu­
tion of GoClg froii \diich most of the HCl had been evapo­
rated vas talcen up in 1? K amaonia and 0.3-0.^  g M^ Cl and 
0*2-0.3 g hydrassine dihydrochloride -were addad, (The 
hydrazine dihydrochloride is necessary to prevent fonoation 
of cobalt(III). If mucdi cobalt is present it may be neces­
sary to add more hydrazine dihydrochloride*) It \ms some­
times necessary to add ammonia during the electrolysis so 
that a strong odor of acimonia could always be detected above 
the solution* 
In the first experiments a rotating platinum anode vas 
used* However, in blank runs an increase in sample weight 
of about 0*1 mg vas noted* Brophy (60) has reported similar 
high results using platinm anodes and attributed the weight 
increasr3 to deposition on the cathode of platinum t^ diich had 
been dissolved from the anode, presumably by chlorine 
evolved during the electrolysis* Our results seeia to verify 
this since xihen graphite anodes wore used no increase in 
weight was observed in the blanl: runs. In the follov/ing 
depositions spectrographically pure graphite rods 3/1^  inch 
in diametar xjoro usod as rotating anodes. Blanks Mere again 
run and no Incraaso in weight was obsorvod. A cobalt(II) 
carrier solution was proparad by dissolving 0.807I g of 
CoCl2«6HpO in 200 ml of wator. If tho composition of tho 
salt corresponded to tho above forniila, tha solution should 
have contained 1 ngAil of cobalt(II)t Using aliquots of 
this solution, a series of cobalt samples was sloctroplated, 
washed ^ -rith acetone, driad and weighed# The cobalt was 
dissolved from tha platinum discs and tho woight detarained 
colorimetrically by the nitroso-R-salt iiethod using the 
Klett-Siiinnorson photoaloctric colorimeter (61)« The results 
obtained hy the coloriinotric method and by weighing the 
cobalt samples are compared in Table ?• 
Using the colorimetric method tho cobalt(II) chloride 
carrier solution was found to contain 0.95 Eig/al rather than 
1«00 ng/ral« One reason for tha low results obtained colori-
metrically may be that sona cobalt ^ -/as not rscovered in tho 
process of dissolving it froEi the platinuEi discs. Also, 
these sanplas had to be diluted from 0^ to 1000 tines since 
tho nitroso-P.-salt nothod is used in the region of 5 jug/ml* 
Preparation of comlax from active cobalt. To deter­
mine tha relative rate of formation of to that of Co^ ®, 
it Tffas necessary to prepare fco(C20it)3[" from the active 
faM.® 7# toount of Cobalt in Sloctrodoposition Samples 
CoCl« Waight Error* Weight# Error* Error** 
carrier (ng) (^ ) (ng) if) if,) 
(nl) 
0.1 0.11 +10.0 0.09 -10.0 •5.3 
0*5 0.51 + 2.0 o.if5 -10.0 «5.3 
1.0 1,06 + 6.0 0.95 - 5.0 
2.0 2.05 + 2.5 1.89 - 5#5 -0.5 
h»0 if.05 + 1.3 3.78 - 5.5 •O.5 
* Error if I41OO ml of cobalt carrier solution oqioal 1.00 mg« 
# ¥ei^ t detorminad by nitroso-R-salt method# 
** Error if 1*00 lal of cobalt carrier solution equals 
0»95 lag* 
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cobalt obtaiiiod In the Ssilard-Chalmars process. Since 
1-3 por cent of the complex vas foimd to decomposo during 
irradiation, one could Gstiiaato the ajaoOTt of cobalt to be 
converted to the complex. The preparation carried out 
by addition of a slight excess of all reagonts to insnre 
as complete conversion as possible. Instead of precipi­
tating the crystals of the complex it was allowed to remain 
in solution# A rosin separation v/as then performed to re­
move any cobalt not converted to the complex. 
Co^  in trace amounts as cobaltClI) was added to a 
solution of the complex prepared in this way. A resin sep­
aration vrsLS performed bo determine if the presence of the 
excess [CpOj^ ] remaining in the solution after synthesis of 
the complex would decrease the separation efficiency. 13ie 
average efficiency for five such separations x.tis 97.5^ 0.6, 
about the same as that found previously. After the separa­
tion the pH of the solution was adjusted to with a small 
amount of HGl and stored in the dark at room temperature. 
About 19-20 hours later oore Co^  was added and another 
resin separation was performed. A separation of 97 PQP 
cent v^ as obtained v^ iich is nearly the same as in previous 
experiments. 
-Exchange studies. In order to bo certain that no ex­
change between cobalt(II) ion and cobalt in the complex 
anion occurred during this period of storage in the dark, 
60 Co as cobalt(II) was added to a solution of the coiaplex# 
The pH was adjusted to After standing in the dark 
for 19 hours a resin separation was performed. It i/as 
found tdmt 98 per cent of the activity was separated from 
the solution. Apparently then, no exchange occurs at this 
pH« not<7ov©r, care was talcen to keep the solutions acid as 
decomposition of the complex may occur on long ;3tanding at 
pH values above 6. Essperiiaents similar to the one juat 
described were conducted by allo-wing the complex to stand 
at pH values of 6 and 7 snd separations of only 82 per cent 
and 8l per cent respoctivoly were obtained. 
Experimental procedure 
Relative yield and half-life determinations. For com» 
tjAjn *1 "J 
parison of the Co f^cd C yields, 1-1.^  g samples of 
K3[co(020i^ 3].3H20 crystals were irradiated for one hour 
at the maximum energy of the Iowa Stat© College synchrotron, 
n For counting C , a sample was prepared by spreading a 
weighed aniount of the o^(C20^ )2]*3H20 crystals evarJLy 
over a 2.5 cm diameter circle of scotch tape mounted on 
cardboard. Tho sample xms thon coverod ^ rf.bh scotch tape and 
the decay followed with an end-wlndot/ Geiger-I^ luoller counter 
for nine to ten half-lives of the C^ .^ The remainder of the 
complex was dissolved in water arid the activity separated 
as cobalt(II) on IRC-50 cation exchange resin. The activity 
was elutsd from the resin with 6 K HCl and the cobalt 
electroplated for comiting in the gas flow counter. The 
decay of Co^ ^^  was carefully followed to determine its half-
58 life. Very little 72d Co activity xms present in the 
samples from these short irradiations so a 5 S sample of 
coE^ lex was irradiated for 30*1 hours to obtain enough for a 
measuroiaent of its half-life. 
Co^  Standards. The counting rate was compared to 
60 the counting rate of a Co primary standard prepared by 
electroplating Co^  with 0.5 sg cobalt carrier on platinum. 
Its absolute disintegration rate was determined by F. J. 
Hughes from coincidence measurements. ®ae counting rate of 
the standard had to be nultiplied by the factor, f^ , de­
fined by equation (2), p# 30 to give the beta counting rate 
corrected for 1.9 iag/cm^  absorption in air and 2.3 mg/cm^  in 
the mica window. IMs factor ims found to be 1.39 by extra­
polation of an aluminum absorption curve from lAiich the ganma-
ray component had been subtracted. It was also necessary to 
multiply the beta co-anting rate of the primary standard by 
the factor, B, to correct for the backscattering due to its 
platin\M backing. B was determined experimentally to be 
by comparing the coimting rates of a nearly x^ reightless 
soTirce evaporated on a zapon film %d.th, and without, 
infinite platinum backscattarar. 
!ni8 cobalt saraplos woro conpared vith a secondary 
Co^ Q standard prepared in a similar niannar. Its absolute 
disintegration rata vas determined by comparison \4±th the 
primary Co^ O standard. Ko backscattaring corractions were 
necessary in the flow counter as all tho samples were 
electroplated on platinum (p. 39)• 
Salf-.absoriation In saaplas* In order to cal­
culate the absolute disintegration rate of the Co^ ^^  
sasiplas, it vas necessary to determine the self-absorption 
corractions for different saiiple thicknesses. A .^015 g 
sample of [co(G20i|.)2 ].3H20 vas irradiated for one hour in 
the synchrotron x-ray beam. The cobalt activity separated 
from the complex was diluted to exactly 200 ml. Samples of 
1, 2, 5> 10, 15'J 20 and 25 al v/ere electroplated on 2.5 cm 
diameter platinum discs for counting. The saraples \tqtb 2 cm 
in diameter and had an area of 3*1^  cm^ . Samples of 15 ml 
with 0.6, 1, 1.5, 2.0, 2.7 and 3.5 ml of a carrier solution 
containing 1 ag/ml of cobalt(II) were also prepared. The 
results are shoim in Table 8a# From the total weight of 
cobalt in these samples, the concentration of the active 
solution was calculated to be 0.027 mg/ml. Therefore, the 
total amount of cobalt resulting from decomposition of the 
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Table 8a. Self-absorption Data for Sanplas 
Added Observed 
Sample carrier tiiicknass 
M CssZs^ l 
"^ rhlcknoss 
on basis 
conc. of 
soliitis^ n 
Activity 
per ml 
.(.c^ s/m,in). 
Trans­
mission 
(S), 
1,0 
2.0 
2.0 
5.0 
10.0 
15.0 
15.0 
15.0 
15.0 
15.0 
15.0 
15.0 
15.0* 
20.0 
25.0 
0.6 
1.0 
1.5 
2*0 
2.7 
3.? 
0.010 
0.032 
0.029 
0.051 
0.06? 
0.130 
0.12'+ 
0.318 
0.4^ 9 
0.618 
0.786 
0.981 
1.190 
0.156 
0.213 
0.009 
0.017 
0.017 
0.0if3 
0.086 
0.129 
0.129 
0.320 
O.W 
0.606 
0.766 
0.991 
1.2% 
0.172 
0.215 
860 
12^ +5 
1335 
1320 
1217 
107^  
1136 
835 
690 
550 
7^9 
372 
290»» 
97V 
90if 
73.0 
106.0 
113.6 
112.3 
103.6 
91.^  
96.6 
72.8 
58.7 
46.8 
M).8 
31«6 
2^ .7 
82.9 
76.9 
# Solution concentration was computed from the total of tho 
observed weights of the samples and the total volume of 
aliquots (coliiian 1) used in the samples. 
>> Omitted in calculation of solution concentration 
•• Corrected for chemical yield 
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complex during tha irradiation ms 5*^  ^  wiich corresponds 
to dacoraposition of 1.1 por cant of tha complox. 
A self-absorption curve has been plotted from those 
results. Eh.a counting rate pcjr unit volime was plotted 
against the thicimoss of tha sample as determined from its 
actual weight. For one case in which it appeared that tha 
electrolysis was not complete, the coimting rate was correct­
ed for chemical yield, i^ ron this curve, using 1175 as the 
counting rate at sero thicknoss, tha counting rates -were 
converted to fractional transmission so that the sclf-
absorption correction could ba quickly read for any cample 
thickness (Figure 2)» The dashad line extrapolation to zero 
and tiie remainder of the curve show a naarly linear celf-
absorption of the 17 and 2^ i- Kev conversion electrons, vMch 
have ranges of 0*6 and 1.1 mg/cm^ , respectively, l^ ien the 
range of the conversion electrons has been rsached the 
counting rate might be expected to docraase as the recip-
rocal of the thickness. Such a tr'jnd is indicatad in 
Figure 2. ®ie first very steep portion of tha curve laay 
ba due to absorption of the cobalt Auger electrons omitted 
following the internal convornion procesc. Those electrons 
have an energy of approximately 6 Kev. 3y extrapolation of 
range-energy curves for beta-particlys their range can be 
estimated to be 0.08 ag/cn^ # 
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Relative rate of formation of Coto CoTo detar-
mine tha relative yialds of Co^  ^and Co^ ^^  it was necessary 
to irradiate g samples of tha complex. Using ths cobalt 
activity saparat-ad from the complax, a solution of (CoCC^ Oij.)^ ] 
¥as prepared# A r@sin separation removed any cobalt not 
convartad to the complex. The pH vas than adjustad to 
3*5~^ *5 and tha complax was storad in tha dark for 19-22 
hours. At tha and of this time another resin separation vb.b 
performed# Coimting samples were prepared from th© complex 
solution and from the cobalt activity alutad from the rosin. 
From the ratio of the counting ratos of thasa sanplss the 
rata of formation of Co^ ® to Co^ ®^^  was calciaatad. 
Resialts 
Activities produced. In tho cobalt yield samplas a 
half-lifa of 9*2 ^0.2h(FigurQ 3) was foimd together with a 
vary low intensity of a longer half-lifa. By following the 
long activity produced in a 30*1 hour irradiation, this half-
life was found to be 72.0±2.0 days (Figure h). Prom mag­
netic daflaction axporimonts it was found to omit positrons. 
58m 58 
These two periods waro attributad to Co and Co > respect­
ively. Ho avidence of tho formation of tha 270d Co^  ^by a 
(y|2n) reaction was found. A half-life of 20.5m, T»ftiich is 
in agraanjnt with praviously raportod values (2^ ), was fotmd 
for tha C^  ^counted as a yield standard. 
lOOOQ 
9.2 HOURS 
21000 
(/) 
100 
TIME AFTER END OF IRRADIATION (HOURS) 
Figure 3* Short ComponQnt from 
1.0 Hour Irradiation of Cobalt 
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500 
T«/, • 72 DAYS 
50 L 
0 ISO 50 !00 
TIME AFTER END OF IRRADIATION (DAYS) 
Figure Long Componant from 
30.1 Hour Irradiation of Cobalt 
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Calculation of relative rates of formation of 
isomers* A solution of [CoCCgOii.)^]" was prepared from active 
cobalt as previously described. From the ratio of 72d Co^® 
activity fo\md in the conplex to that ejected from tho com­
plex by decay of to Co^^ in a certain period of time, 
the ratio of the rate of formation of Co?® to that of Co?®® 
has been calculated. Using tho standard expressions for 
radioactive growth and decay the calculation is as follows, 
equals rate of formation of Co?^®. 
R2 equals rate of formation of Co?^. 
equals number of Co?®®^ atoms. 
N2 equals number of Co?® atoms. 
equals number of Co?®^ atoms at end of Irradiation. 
Kg equals nuniber of Co?® atoms at end of irradiation, 
equals 0.693/9.2h, disintegration constant for Co?®®^. 
A2 eqnals 0.693/72d, disintegration constant for Co?®. 
r equals period of irradiation. 
t' equals period from end of irradiation to end of 
first separation. 
t" equals period complex was allowed to stand, the 
time elapsing between first and second resin separations. 
The groifth of Co?®^-^ atoms during irradiation is given 
^'*'1 = « -AjA/j 
(3) 
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nj - A/j ^ e 
Integrating for th8 period O^t'^T for constant beam 
intensity givas: )> t-, 
kt tho tine t* aftor irr'^diation: 
'1 -
(5) 
Tho growth of atoras during irradiation is given 
^ (6) 
Integrating for the period givGs: 
aj t -f 
^ j (7) 
^jr-4 ^ 
At any tirae t aftor irradic^tiont 
^ \ (8) 
At the time t' after irradiations 
4-^1 
- ^ xla. ^ ^ ^1 f 
A — (^ - e. / e 
^9) 
)\^ k!^ / -ai  ^  -aj :b 
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Aftoi' tiw sacond separatiorij tho tip separated from the 
coLiplex will be only the anoimt v/hich has forsied from decay 
of the 9.2h between the first and second separations. 
!I3ierefore, tha number of Co^® atoms on tho resin, i;p(r)» iss 
u) = /l/ j  ^  ( l  - e j  (10) 
Or, if /\t" is small J 
The nmber of Co^^ atoms left in the complex after 
the second separation, K2(c), will be equal to the 72d 
activity present at the end of tlie first separation times 
the decay factor plus tho 9.2h activity rotiaining in tho 
coraplex 'feiftiich will decay to tha 72d activity# 
(<!.) - A/^   ^  ^ (12) 
Prom tha ratio, Iv2(c)/K2(2*)> the amount of 72d 
activity found exporinantally in the complex and the resin, 
B2/K2 can be calculated. An ozar.iple of this calculation for 
a typical axporiment is presented. 
r a i.oh 0.0753 o.oooto 
t's 2.1h 0.1581 ;i2t'a O.OOOSte 
t"r 21.2h ^2^"= a2t"s 0.00850 
hj s 0.097% 
= 0.033% + R2 
Ki(t') s 0.828% 
K 2 ( t ' )  s  0 . 1 7 ^ ^ 7 % ^ 0 . 9 9 9 2 R 2  
Il2<c) - 0,3^1HI^0.991R2 
H2Cr) s 0.660Sj 
NgCcVHgCr) - 0.3^1Bi+0. 991B2/b.660% • 0,$17 
%/% = /K2(c)/l2(r^-0. 5177A. 5t>2 
In this 03qperikent the 72d activity separated on the 
resin, Ay, was ^ 3*9 *2*1 cts/min and the 72d activity re-
mining in the coraplex, 1^, was 58*8^ 2.3« imcertain-
ities in these meas-uremonts are based on the standard de­
viation due to the statistical fluctation in the coimting 
rates#) The ratio of the 72d activity in the complex to 
that on the resin is equal to the ratio of the number of 
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atoms of Co"^ in the complex to the number on the resin, 
If2(c)/H2(r)« ^ counting the samples iiamediately any 9*21i 
activity present in then could be detected. In the resin 
sample 3-8 per cent of the total 9*2h activity was found 
indicating 3*8 per cent decomposition of the cociplex either 
•while standing or during the first or second resin separa­
tions# A correction was made for this decomposition. The 
correction proved to be independent of the time at i^Siich the 
decomposition occurred# Ho self-absorption corrections were 
necessary as the x/eights of the complex and resin samples 
were nearly the same, 0#52 and 0.^ mg/cm , respectively# 
Since resin separations have been found to be 97* 5-0# 6 per 
cent efficient a correction was made for the efficiency of 
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the second rasin separation. A correction for the effi-
ciancy of the first separation in removing any cobalt(II) 
not convertod to complex was not nocassary in this experi­
ment as two consacutive resin separations vera performed 
"before tha standing period. Tho correction would be 
C0«025)^ times any miconvertad activity and would be neg­
ligible. The calculation of K2(c)/IJ2(r) and R2/B2^ is 
illustrated below. The results from three determinations 
of R2/% summarized in Table 8b. 
Ac s 58.8±2.3- 251*0^(4-3.9^2.1) 
97.5^0.6 
s 57.7±2.3 
Ar . If3.9=t2.1 + 242±£j6 (lf3.9±a.l) 
S k^.0^2,1 
« 60.0^2.^ « l.J+05 ±0.069 
^2.7±2.1 
RO/ET , 1.^^ - O.?!? s 0.592 ±0.0^ 
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Tablo 8b» Determinations of ^ 2'^% 
Samiue 
 ^ t.' corrected thiclaiess DQconp. 
(hours) (hours) (hours) Aq/A„ R2/R1 (mg/cm^) (^) 
Ac Ay 
1.0 5.65 19.03 2.^6 .72±.19 .17 .3^ 7.3 
11-0.65 1.93 21.^ 7 1.35 .69 ±.11 .13 .09 12.^  
off 0.13 
sO • 27 
1.0 2.10 21.20 1.^405 .59^.05 .52 .^9 3.8 
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In experimonts oxio and two only ona separation was 
porformod to ramove tha miconvortod colmlt activity so a 
correction nad-a on tha basis of ^ K) 5^ par cent conver­
sion of cobalt(II) activity to conplox. This value xms ob­
tained by counting tha activity oliited from tha resin usad 
in tho separations. Self-absorption corroctions uara also 
appraciabla in axpariaonts one and tvo« W. L« Graf, C. L. 
Coraar and !• B. Wiitnoy (50) Mv© detonainad tha salf-
absorption cnrvo for tho 0#26 Mov bata of in a -window-
less conntar. For saiaplo thiclmesses laider 2 mg/cm^, tho 
correction may be nearly indapandant of anargy sinea the 
radiation baing absorbed is probably very soft radiation dua 
to baclvscattaring. As sho^vm in the section on backscattaring, 
tho baciiscattering of noarly weightless beta sources on 
platinma appears to be independent of tho ener y of tha bata-
emittars# Sas solf-absorption corrections applied in experi­
ments one and two ^ ^ere interpolated from the curve for Ca^?. 
thoy ara therefore necessarily quite approxiniata and nay 
accoimt for sone of the variation in the calculated R2/R1 
valuas. By weighting the values as average value 
of 0#6l ±0.0H- vms obtained for tha ratio of tha rate of 
fonnation of to that of for a (jr,n) reaction# 
Cameron and Katz (62) have reported maasuranents of 
tha yields of tha isomeric pairs from (^jn) reactions in 
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Br^^, and in each casa the yield of the isomer 
formed with the smaller spin change in tha reaction was 
favored by a factor of 3sl to 5sl vJhich they propose is a 
fairly general result. In the case of the (3^,n) reaction 
on Co?9 the spin change is the sane for tha forciation of 
either isomer. (K. Strauch (19) believes the spin of Co?® 
to be 5 and that of to bo 2. The ground state of Co59 
i2hy p.5^) has a spin of 7/2.) If the relative rate of 
foriaation of isomers depends primarily upon the spin change, 
equal yields t/ould be expected for such a case. The value 
of 0.61 obtained in these experiments is not incompatible 
with this hypothesis. However, it also agrees, td.thin 
experimental error, with the value of 0.59 reported by 
Strauch for the formation of the isomers by alpha-particle 
bOEibardmant of mngonese. Such agree^-ent would b@ predicted 
by the compound nucleus mechanism of photonuclaar transforma­
tions. 
Calculation of the yield of Co?^"^ relative to 
The yield of Co?®^ relative to the yield of C^^ was deter­
mined by coEiparing the absolute disintegration rates of the 
electroplated Co?®'^- samples \ilth those of the C^^ sanples 
prepared as previously described. Such a comparison would 
give the correct value for the yield of Co^®® only if nearly 
all of the radioactive cobalt atoms are ejected fron the 
coBiplex d-uring irrediation. To chock the efficiancy of the 
Szilara-ChalBors process to Kj f0o(C20,^)3].3H20, tho bulk of 
the complex was clecomposed aftor the rosin separation •which 
reiaovad the activity used in the praparation of the cobalt 
yisld saraples. Ill of tho cobalt froii the coraplex was then 
©lactroplated on platirairii and coimtQd. In several axpari-
raents only 2--^ cts/nin of 72d activity vore found in tliis 
sample which usually had a thickness of about 25 mg/cn^, 
A counting efficiency of 20 per cent v/as assumed for a 
sample of this thickness and on the basis of the total 72d 
activity separated from the complex and that found in the 
cobalt from the decomposed complex, it vas calculated that 
only 2-3 p9r cont of the active atoms remained in the com­
plex. Since the resin separation has been found to be only 
96.if ±1.7 par cent efficient the Szilard-Chalmors process 
in synchrotron irradiations of [00(02014.)^ appears 
to be 100 par cent efficient. 
The absolute disintegration rates of and cii 
"v/ere detenrdned in the folloidng raanner. The decay of 
the saiiiplos was followed for seven to eight half-lives and 
the intensity of each activity at the end of the irradiation 
was deterrainod by extrapolation of the decay curves. Count­
ing rates were converted to disintegration rates by compari­
son with the standards counted with exactly the same 
Table 9 
Co58ni Determinations 
Irradiation 
tine (hours) 
Activity 
Measured 
lo (ots/mln) 
Co®° Standard 
(ots/mln) 
Standard 
(dls/mln) 
Sample Tblclmess (mg/om®) 
Wt. Complex 
Fraction (g) 
R 
(dls/mln g complex) ''co58n./,^Xl** Average 
1.00 
Co58" 
3100 
3860 
6440 
2145 
6.793 X 10*^ 
2.90 X 10* 
15.7 
0.347 
0.0830 
0.2300 
5.06 x 105 
4.78 X 10^ 
5.56 5.56 
c" 3560 6313 6.815 X 10'* 15.2 0.0806 6.07 X 10® 
1.03 Co58- 6100 2180 2.91 X 103 0.382* 0.3945 4.26 X 10® 4.16 4.42 
CoSS" 7500 2l80 2.91 X 10^ 0.319 0.3945 4.77 X 10^ 4.68 
1.00 
c" 
Co59" 
6110 
301100 
6330 
2l80 
6.720 X lo'' 
2.87 X lo3 
15.0 
0.442 
0.0794 
0.8475 
1.05 X 10® 
1.13 X 10® 
6.08 6.08 
c" 9000 6414 6.689 X 10*^ 15.4 0.0814 1.47 X 10® 
1.00 Co58" 15800 2162 2.86 X 103 0.268 0.3460 1.05 X 10*^ 4.58 4.51 
CoSS" 23100 2162 2.86 X lo3 0.500 0.8060 1.01 X 10** 4.44 
cii 12500 6696 6.663 X 10*^ 14.8 0.0785 1.96 X 10® 
1.00 Co5®" 40000 2162 2.85 X lo3 0.308 0.5048 1.78 X 10® 5.40 5.45 
i>7500 2162 2.85 X lo3 0.261 0.5552 1.80 X 10® 5.50 
9200 6113 6.426 X lo"^ 16.3 0.0833 1.49 X 10® 
1.00 
CoSSi. 
Co58" 
ITgllO 
18940 
2120 
2120 
2.74 X 103 
2.74 X lo3 
0.131 
0.124 
0.2940 
0.2940 
1.24 X 10® 
1.31 X 10® 
5.00 
5.26 
5.04 
Co58" 9300 2120 2.74 X 103 0.618* 0.2940 1.21 X 10® 4.86 ' 
* Cobalt carrier added. 
**yieldB In these ratios are based on a target element of one gram-atom of naturally occurring Isotopes. 
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geometry. tOie cotmting rate of tha primary standard, 
%/hich was counted vith tha sample, was corrected for 
absorption and backscattaring as describad on p. ^ 8. 
Corrections for backscattaring, self-absorption, absorption 
in air and cotmter windoxf were applied to the and Co^^m 
saiiplos. The combined factor (fg)(B), defined by equation 
(2), p* 30J for a sanplo of 0-20 mg/cm2 covored \d.th 
3,5 ng/cm-'-- cellophane and counted on tha sacond shelf 16 m 
from a regular end-windoi; Gaigor-lfUQllor tube is 0*85 
(^9, p# 61)* fy for 9*7 mg/cm^ absorption by the mica 
counter window, air and the scotch tapo covering, which 
is mg/cEi2 thicker than cellophane, was determined to 
be 1.16 from an aluminum absorption curve of a similar 
weight sample counted ^ /ith the same geometry# The 
saturation disintegration rate, \diich is equal to the rate 
of foniation R, can be found by dividing the disIntegra-
tion rate at the end of irradiation by (l-a*" )# This 
calculation will be valid only if the intensity of the 
synchrotron beao vras constant during the irradiation# In 
all of tha yield determinations this vras showi to be the 
case by a tapo recording of current from the ionization 
chanber used to raonitor the beasa intensity. 
The sariples were corrected for self-absorption 
using the experimentally determined curve shomi in 
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Figura 2, p# 52. The absolute disintegration rates vera 
dotermined by comparison with the secondary Co^ standard. 
The Co^Sia ratas of formation v/era atiltipliad by six baforo 
comparison with those of sinco thera wsre six carbon 
atoms for every cobalt aton in the complex. The yiold 
ratios were, thereforo, calciilatad on the basis of the 
naturally occurring isotopic mixtura# Tho results for the 
yield determinations arc givon in Table 9» An average 
value of 5*2±0.7 was obtained for the rate of formation 
of Co^Sei -to that of If a correction is made for tha 
96 par cent afficioncy of the rosin separation this value 
becoaas The total saturation yield for Co?^ and 
Co^^^^ ifTill be 1.60(5»^) or 8.6 relative to For the 
reactions Mi?^ (J'jn) ll57 and Cu^3 (3',n) Cu^S relative to 
tha reaction (jr,n) Porlrnan and Friedlandar (^ , ^5) 
have reported values of 2.7 and 1^.3 respectively. The 
value observed for Co^^ and Co^'^® seems, thorafora, to be 
in lino with their values. 
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X-Ray Irradication of Platinum 
Ob.iectivQS 
Irradiations of platinum in the x-ray bean of the 
synchrotron vqto carried out I'/ith three main objectivos 
in Blind: (1) the identification and charv^ctarization of 
tha osaixom, iridium and platinum activitias produced by 
irradiation of PtCli^.xHgO, (2) tha daternination of tho 
yields of all the activities formed ralativa to that of 
the Cl3^ formed by a (^,n) reaction in Cl35 and (3) tho 
attaimiont of high spacific activities of platinura by tha 
Szilard-Chalsiers process in soraa eoaplex compounds of 
platinum. 
Grinberg and Filinov (63) have reported that tharo is 
no exchango of tha contral atom in platinum coordination 
complax-as. Energy considerations have shoim. that all of 
the active atoms should be o;]acted froia tha platinum com-
ploxos. Therefore, if the conplox doos not dacomposa upon 
irradiation and the active atoms do not reform tho original 
complex, high specific activities should be attainable if 
a suitablo separation procaduro can bo found. Boforo 
effective separation proceduroG could be devised some 
knowledge about the oxidation state and cheiiical form of 
tha ejected activity had to be obtained. 
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Frocediiros 
Separation of osmlm, Irldlun anci chlorina fron 
platinmn> Standard procoduros (6^, 65) woro used for tho 
saparation of osai'un and iridima from platinnm. Osmium 
v/as separated by distillation from concantratad as 
oso^ {6h, p. Ilf3)* the os\ was collected in 6 H EaOH 
and OsSj^ was pracipitatad for counting by passing 1128 into 
tha warm solution. The in 10^ ramovad fron the original 
solution by sovsral ovaporations with HCl. Iridium was 
then pracipitatad as tha hydratad oxidi according to tha 
procedure givan by Traadvall and Hall (6^, p. 1^5)* It 
was found that in tha separation of 5-10 mg of inactive 
iridium carriar from h-6 g of activa PtClij.,s:H20 froEi which 
tha iridium activity had baan rar.cvad by savoral precipita­
tions of Ir02, platinum activity?' was carriad with the XrO^ 
precipitate. If the Ir02 was dissolved and raprecipitated 
after the addition of 20-30 ng of platinum carriar, tha 
IrOp was obtained fraa of activity. Ilowovar, in most of 
the irradiations, tha Ir02 sample was dasirad for counting 
as soon as possibla aftar tha and of tha irradiation so 
only ona precipitation iv'as parforaad. Aftar pracipitation 
of IrOg tha platinum v^as precipitated as tha metal from 
dilute HCl solution by tha addition of powdarad laagnesium. 
Tha sanpla of chlorina activity usad as a yiald stand­
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ard was prepared imediataly from 100-150 mg of the irra­
diated PtCl^.,xHpO. The salt was avaporatad with a slight 
excess of ^ 200^ and heated until it just fused. The 
melt was extracted \d.th water, acidified mth and 
AgCl was precipitated with AgKO^. 
All of the osBium, iridium, chlorine and platinum 
samples were filtered using the apparatus described on 
p. 26. The \'/hatiaan no. 50 filter papers used In filtering 
had been treated vitli the wash solution to be used, washed 
\<d.th alcohol and ether, dried in the oven at 90® C. and 
weighed. The samples of activity wore similarly washed, 
dried and weighed to determine the weight of each precipi­
tate. All counting samples were then mounted on cardboard 
and covered with cellophane or scotch tape. 
Preparation of yield and half-life sainplos. The irra­
diation of platinim metal was inconvenient since dissolving 
it in aqua regia was time consuEiing and the had to be 
destroyed before the IrOg could be precipitated. Therefore, 
in the yield and half-life studies h—6 g samples of PtCli,,. 
scHgO wore irradiated for about 1.5 hours in order to obtain 
enough iridium activity for counting. In the investigation 
of the very short iridiiM activity, a 1 g sample was irra­
diated for 15 minutes. If only platinuri and chlorine 
samples were desired, 1 or 2 g sar.iples \Jore irradiated. 
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If osEiim and irldl\im sai.^ples wore to ba prepared 10 ng 
of osBiiiim and 5-10 mg of iridiuni carrier wara imadiatQly 
addad to the solution of tho dissolved targat salt so as 
to insure axchanga botwaon carrier and activo atoms. In 
soiao of thQ axpariments, 5 of phosphorus carrier xmvB 
addad to pravont carrying of any phosphorus activities 
formed by photonucloar rcjactions on clilorina (66)» All 
saEiplas were weighed to detariaino the chemical yield and 
were mounted for counting as dascribad in the procoding 
section. 
Methods for separation of radioactive platinuia from 
irradiated platinum complexes» There ara iiiany chloro-
and chloroainmina- complex compounds of platinum ^v-hich niay 
ba oasily prepared. Among thaso are the compounds K2PtClij., 
KgPtClg, (pt(im^)2ClJ , JPt(!iH2)i^]ci2 which vero choson 
for study. [ptCM^)^] CgOij. which can be readily preparod 
from [Pt(iIH2)j^] Cl^ was also studied. Methods of separation 
of those platinum conploxes fron coEiplexas in ^ •jhich the 
platinum activity night ha prosont after irradiation ifere 
investigated. 
The radioactive platinum atoms formed v/lion either 
solid KpPtClij. or KpPtClg are irradiated nay ba present in 
a different oxidation state than the platinum atoms in the 
target compound. By addition of platinuiii(I¥) carrier to a 
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solution of tho KpPtCl^^ and pracipitation of (H!ij.)2PtCl^ 
by ths addition of M!ij.Cl, activo atoms presont as PtClg^ 
should be removed. Thoro is also tha possibility of carry­
ing othor comploxas prosont in micro anotmts and evon soma 
of t'na dissolved targat compound t/ith the precipitate. 
Aftar addition of PtCl^T holdback carrier to a solution of 
irradiatad K2PtCl5, precipitation of (!IHi^)2PtClg should 
romova PtClg and leavo activity present as PtClij." in the 
solution. Again, micro amounts of othor conplexos and 
soma PtClj^~ might carry i/ith tho precipitate. If the 
precipitation waro incomploto some PtCl^ might raraain %-dth 
the PtClj^", but this could ba dotonainad from tha weights 
of the samplqs and thair specific activities. 
Separation of activity prasant as chloroainEiino-, 
chloro- or othor complex anions aftor irradiation of solid 
[PtCKH^)^^!^,] attempted by adsorption on anion exchange 
resin. Duolito A-2 and IR-^B rosins in either the oxalatQ 
or acetate forms v;ora found to roiaova PtClg" from solution. 
Tho platinum couJLd bo rocovorod from tho rosins by treat-
nont with 6 H HCl. Preliminary exporiiionts showad that 
shaking the yallow-orange solution of [ptiul^) j with 
Duolito A-2 resin in tho acotata forn resulted in soma 
dacolorization of the solution. Slo\/ ionization of the 
complex followed by adsorption on tha resin probably 
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occiirrod. It ms axpectod that any platintm activity 
prosont iPx ths forn of an anion togethor with soma plati-
mm from tho complex; might be saparated froa tha bulk of 
the coEiplax in this mannor. 
Similar rssin separations ware parforined on solutions 
of irradiated [pt(Mi^)j^]ci2 and {Pt(KH2)ij.Jc.;50j^. A large 
excess of rasin over tho amo-un-t necessary to adsorb the 
total milliequivalants of chloride or oxalate ion prasant 
•was added so the rasin might ba oxpoctad to adsorb other 
anions from tha solution ovan though chloride ion raight 
be proforentially adsorbed. [ptciiHj)^! C2O1+ was prepared 
by shaking solutions of [pt(EH^)i^)ci2 with IR-^B rasin in 
tiia oxalate form. [pt(IJH2)j^]C20i^ is less soluble than 
[ptCKH^)}^]Cl2 and could easily be crystallized if^ion acetone 
was addad to the solutions which had baan shaken with the 
rasin# 
Extraction exparimants showed that PtCKH^)!^. doas not 
extract into butyl acetate from a 6 E HCl solution. Since 
HpPtClg caimot be extracted into butyl acetate tdiila HgPtCl^. 
can (65), activity present as PtCl^~ or possibly other 
platinuEi(II)chloro- or chloroariraine- complexes could be 
separated by butyl acetate extractions. Interference from 
iridiur.1 activities would be eliminated since iriditim does 
not extract into butyl acetate. 
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Precipitation methods vjora also used to try to sepa­
rata activity from the complaxes. Addition of PtCl^.~to a 
I ^ 
solution containing PtCM^)^^ immediately precipitates 
liagnus' green salt, [pt(I'IK2)i^]ptCl3^ C55^)» Addition of 
PtCl^~ results in tho formation of [pt(HH2)^]PtCl^ which 
decomposes slovly at room tamparature and rapidly on boiling 
to iiagnus* grean salt. Tha first method of procipitation 
might carry activity present as PtClj^" if exchange between 
tho PtCliJ7 in tho solution and in tha precipitate occurs 
rapidly. The second method would bo expected to be mora 
effective in removing activity presant as PtClg" or PtCl^j." 
since tho precipitation is slow and conditions would be 
more favorable for exchange between the active and carrier 
platinum atoms. Either precipitation method might carry 
fractional amounts of activity present in the form of 
other complexes. 
If the platinum activity is present in micro quanti­
ties as a chloroaiaraine complex only slightly different from 
the irradiated complex, such as [pt(Mi2)2Gl2i \vtiich forms 
•wlien [pt(KH^)]j^lci2 is heated with IICl (55)» complete sepa­
ration of tha activity frora the conplex by any of the 
methods Just described may ba impossible. In this event 
some gelatinous precipitate such as FeCOH)^ ^ ^^ht ba 
effective in scavenging the activity. 
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Calculations and results 
l8h Dlatinm activity* In tha calculation of the yiald 
of the l8h (Figure 5) formed in tho irradiations of 
PtClij..xH20, corrections for self-absorption and scattering 
du8 to tha thicimess of tho samples necossary. For 
sample thicknasses loss than 15 ng/cn^, tha corraction 
factor for conversion of tho observed counting rate to the 
absolute disintagration rata for a 0.6 Ilev bata-araitter ars 
given by ISngallcoraair and others (^f9)« (The l8h emits 
a bsta having a maximmi onorgy of 0.7») Most of the plati­
num samplas prepared in those studios ware thicker than 
15 mg/cia2 and it was necossary to dateriaina tha corrections 
experimentally. The counting rate per unit weight 
detarnined by precipitation of samples of irradiated plati­
num of 19«3> 2^.75 38*5> 57*8, 77*0 and 86.5 iag/cra2, it 
was not necessary to add platinum carrier to any of the 
saraples. A curve of counting rate per unit weight versus 
sample thickness i;as plotted and matched to that given by 
a&igelkemeir and co-workers (^9j P* 60). From this curve 
(Figure 6) the correction factor (fg)(B) for samples be-
tvaan 0 and 90 lag/cm^ thicloiess motinted on cardboard, 
covered with 3* 5 cig/cni^ cellophane and counted 20 lam from 
the Geiger-Mueller tube can be read. If the sample is 
covered with 9*95 ng/cri^ scotch tape instead of cellophane, 
the correction factor must be divided by 0.8^5# This value 
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was foxnid by comparison of tha counting ratos of sariples 
covsrod irf-th scotch tape and with cellophana. The correc­
tion Va for ^ ,3 Eig/cn2 absorption in air and nica cotintor 
\-rindo\'i was found to be 1.22 from an aluainuci absorption 
curva of the l8h activity# 
The yialds of all activities datectad oxcapt the 7n 
and 70d iridium activities wore dotorminod relative to the 
l8h platinum activity (Table 10). Frora tha average value 
of tho yield of Cl3^ relative to l8h Pt^^7, the yields of 
all the activities relative to that of Cl3^ can be calcu­
lated# Yields i/ere detarirdned on the basis of the natu­
rally occurring isotopic nixture rathar than of a parent 
isotope since some of tho activities can be formed fron 
photonuclaar reactions on raore than one isotope and the 
parent isotopes of some of the activities wore not Imovm. 
The results from all of the yield deterninations are tabu­
lated in Table 10. The Co^ primary standard was counted 
with each sample of activity. Its counting rate was cor­
rected for absorption and backscattoring as on p. ^ +8. 
Since Cl3^ has a mxinruEi beta energy of Kev, no cor­
rections for tiie ^.5 riig/crjS absorption due to air and the 
mica counter window were made. The combined correction 
Cfg)(B) for Cl3'i- was talcen from data given by Engelkenoir 
and co-workers p. 61) for a 2.5 Mev beta-enitter. 
.7Cw 
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Figure 5» Platinum Fraction from Hour 
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Table 10. yields of Activities Produced 
in Irradiations of PtClt,..xIIpO 
Irradiation Activity Iq tiaa (hours) Neaaurtd (ots/ain) Co^  Standard (ot»/«in) Co^  Standard (dls/sin) Sanple Thickneaa (tBK/0l|2) Vt. platinua Vt. CI ?raotion (g) in A^l Sai^ >l* (g) R Yialds Ralatr (dis/nin Bol pt) to l8t) Pt^ '7# f ZridiUB Ratios 
BxporlMnt I 
"1911 • 14*0 24.5 1.044 6.91 X 10* 0.^  9.6 "X8h 2750 3117 6.126 X 10^  33.4 0.177 1.15 * 10® 
*15 33.4 0.177 • 3.M X 10® 2.99 
iKparlBont 2 »a.3h 2080 3728 2.0 1.421 l.«3 * loT 0.026 
1.66 
670 3728 2.0 1.421 2.73 I 10^  0.050 
(int«r«ittai»t irradiation) 
1249 
810 
3173 
3173 
6.111 X 10* 26.0 
26.0 
0.138 
0.138 
8.7* * 10^  
5.M I 10® 
0.161 
"•'"•A, • '"•2.311 88 3173 26.0 0.138 1.09 X 10^  2.01 
ixparlMnt 3 "33. 
CI33, 
660 
2900 
*392 
4392 
22.6 
91.7 
0.030 
0.120 
9.05 X 10®* 
8.95 X 10®* 0.087 
1.75 "88 
»l8h 
»95 
280 
3173 
3173 
6.087 X 10* 75.1 
79.1 
0.398 
0.398 
1.69 X lo' 
1.03 X 10® 
.164 
"M 31 75.1 0.398 2.79 X 10® 2.71 
BxpariMnt 4 CI33, 3010 4392 37.0 0.019 2.6» X 10^ * 0.086, 
'•"S.Sh 1619 3709 2.9 1.763 9.38 I 10® 0.030 
"•l9h 523 3709 2.9 1.763 l.M I 10' 0.053 1.5 "iBh 490 4352 6.076 X 10* 20.6 0.109 2.76 X 10® "•19I1/. » 1.75 
'••2.3h 
"iSh 929 4392 39.8 0.211 3.39 X 10® 106 . 4392 39.8 0.211 9.16 X 10® 2.98 
Sxporiaant 5 
"33. 1490 4392 32.4 (7.042. l.M X loT* 0.092 980 3728 2.3 2.056 X 10® 0.028 
1.5 '•"ISH 329 3728 6.066 X 10* 2.3 2.096 8.82 X 10® 0.057 ''Wh/ = 1.99 
"88. 430 3201 27.1 0.143 2.86 X lO^  0.183 '''2.3h 
Ptl8h 220 3201 27.1 0.143 1.56 X 10® 
ixpariMnt 6 CI33, 1460 4468 32.8 0.043 1.20 X 10^ * 0.127 
3.25 I'S.J 1030 399 
3747 
3747 6.034 X 10* 
3.9 
3.9 
2.035 
2.035 
2.71 X 10® 
».79 X 10® 
0.029 
0.051 
nasm 379 3129 28.0 . 0,148 1.62 X 10^  0.172 
ftl8li 290 3129 24.7 0.131 9.*2 X 10^  
IxpariMnt 7 
9 
4200 
1700 
. 3719 
3719 6.027 X 10* 
11.3 
11.3 
9.M X lo'" 
K** 1.70 X 10' 
"^'•/lr2.3H-
Ir70d 20 3719 11.3 R** 1.76 X 10' I>70d/ « 1.04 
BspariMnt 6 
9 
I''l9h 
iryod 
2260 
18 
3633 
3633 
5.989 X 10* 4.9 4.9 
2.01 
2.01 
2.06 X 10^  
1.60 X 10^  
MM9»rimnt 9 
**'2.3h 
660 
230 6954 5.929 * 10* 
. 1.1 
1.1 
7.7 X 103** 
2.86 X 10*** 
irray • 0.27 
* (dli^ ln' Bol CI) 
**(di«Aln In •aspl*) 
' Tt«ld0 in ttMM ratlp* ar* baaad on a targtt alwant of on* fra*>atca qf naturally oeoiirptnc laetop«t. 
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kd platinm activity. In the platinum yialcl samples 
a loX'J intonsity of a activity (Figure 5) 
present. Tha activity can probably be attributed to 
togethar vrLth a vory low intensity of Pti9l. The correc­
tions applied to tha counting rata of tha activity were 
rather tincertain. ^^*3 ng/cn^ absorption due to 
counter X'/indo\; and air tms found to be 1.33 by assuraing a 
linear absorption of the 0.11 Mev conversion electron and 
a range of 17 mg/cra^ in aluiainuni. The factor (B)(fg) was 
found by extrapolation and interpolaticn of graphs given 
by Hngelkenoir and co-workers (^9» P* 61-6^) for 0.2 and 
0.^ Mev beta-eciitters. (The correction for a 0.11 Mav 
conversion electron might be eiq-iected to be similar to 
that for a 0.33 I-lev beta.) The average yield of the ^ d 
activity was found to be 2.67 (Table 10) relative to 
I8h Ptl97 or 27•s relative to 
88m -platinum activity. An 88ra platinum activity 
(Figure 5) was also found in the platinura yield samples. 
It is probably the sans activity assigned by the Bureau 
of Standards to Pt^95Bi, an(j Lasiatt of the Physics 
Departnent of Iowa State College measured the energy of 
the K and L conversion electrons with a crystal spectroneter 
and obtained good agreement with the values of 0.32 and 
0.26 Kev previously reported for this activity. 
—SO"* 
(B)(fg) for the 0.26 and 0.32 Hav conversion olactrons 
aiaitted by this activity wis assiamed to be nearly the saiae 
as that for the 0.7 Mqv beta of l8h Pt^97 and and was read 
from Figure 6. ^*3 tag/cm^ was determined to be 
assuming a linear absorption of the conversion 
electrons. The average yield of the 88m activity can be 
seen from Table 10 to be 0.170 relative to the l8h Pt^^^ 
or 1.77 relative to Cl3^, 
Since there seemed to be some doubt about the mass 
assignment of this activity, an experiment \fas performed 
to determine ^ ^ethar the 88m platinum activity could be 
produced by a photonuclear reaction on the stable Au197 
of 100 per cent abundance. If tlie activity is a netastabla 
state of should be formed by a O'jp) reaction in 
Au197 or, if it is a uetastabla state of Pt^95 it should 
be formed by a (^,pn) reaction in Au^97, The yields of 
these two types of photonuclear reactions have been reported 
by Perliaan (^5) and IIosos and l^artin (67) to be of nearly 
the satio magnitude. As can ba seen from Table 10 (r,p) 
reactions in platinura are in all cases at least 0.02 of 
tlia yield of the (^f,n) reactions. Therefore, if the SBra 
activity is a netastable state of either of the above 
platinum isotopes it would be expected that it would bo 
produced in a yield at least 0.01 that of the ^.6d Au^^^. 
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A 1.2 g sanplo of powdered gold was irradiated for 
80 nimtes in the x-ray bean of the synchrotron. The 
saiapla was dissolved in aqua regia, platimiia carrier v/as 
added and two samples of gPtClg ware precipitated for 
coimting by the addition of MHi^Cl. A 132 ng saiapla of 
gold ims precipitated from the filtrate and coimtad. 
Only 80 cts/ciin •wqtq found in the first (EH}^)2PtCl^ sanple 
when it was coimted I.5 hours after the end of the irradia­
tion. From a few scattered points at the beginning of the 
decay curve, it appeared that there raight have been 15 
cts/min of a short activity present at that tine. Extrapola­
tion of these points using an 88m half-life gave an intensity 
of no more than ko cts/min of short activity at the end of 
the irradiation. The remainder of the activity decayed with 
a half-life of 5*6 days and could be attributed to Au^96 
which carried v;ith the precipitate. It had an intensity 
of 70 cts/min at the end of the irradiation. The second 
sample of {KHij.)^PtCl^ contained only 5 cts/min. The 132 
mg gold sample had an intensity of ^ 0 cts/min of 5*6d 
If the ^  cts/min in the first precipitate were due to SSm 
platinum activity the yield relative to that of ^^^d Au^^S 
was less than 0.CK)003. Prom these results it appears 
highly improbable that the 88m platinum activity is a 
iietastable state of either Pt^95 or 
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If the 88ra activity is an isomer of Pt^97 should 
decay to I8h Pt^^^ by tha emission of conversion electrons. 
This process would result in the chsmical daconposition of 
a coEiplQx containing the 88ra activity and l8h Pt^^^ atoms 
foriaed by decay of tho 88m platimim activity vrould ba fotmd 
ontsida the complex. If l8h Pt^97 could be soparatad from 
the complex, it would indicate that it iv-as tlia daughter of 
tha 88m platinum activity and the r,iass assignnant for the 
88m activity could bo raada. To try to establish this rela­
tionship, [PtCM^))^] Cl^ was irradiated in tho x-ray baan 
of the synchrotron. Tha activity found outside tha complex 
as a result of tho Ssilard-Chalmars procass was ramovod by 
iimaediate precipitation of [ptCM^^ljJ Than, after 
allowing tha conplox to stand for various pariods of time 
tho gro^rth of l8h forraad outside the complox by 
decay of 88m activity ramolning in tho complex was lookad 
for by counting sair.plos of [Pt(EH2)i^JptClij. precipitated 
from the solution of the complax. From the data obtained 
in this exp-arimant it was not possibla to dotoraiine whather 
or not an l8h daughtor activity was fornad. Tho results of 
the ozpariEiant will be disc^issad in detail in a later 
section* 
Osnluia activities. In the 1.5 hour irradiations of 
g sariplas of PtCli^.xHgO, only 5-10 cts/min waro found 
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in tha osmium saraplas# Aiiy vory short activitios would 
not have baon datectad as tho sanplos were not coiintad 
tintil 1-2 hours after .the ond of tha irradiations. 
19h iriditim activity. The 19h pariod of vas 
fornid in the iridiun yiold sanplos (Figura 7). Its yield 
was found to be 0.05^i- ralativo to I8h Pt^97 and 0.56 rela­
tive to Cl3^, In experisiants 2, h and 5 (Table 10) \\rharG 
tha IrOg praoipitate \m.s not purified by dissolving and 
reprocipitating it, a correction was made in the 19h Ir^9^ 
counting rate for tha amount of l8h Pt^^^ carried in the 
saapla. The anount of l8h platinum v/hich carried was 
found to be 12.3 per cent of the total l8-19h activity 
observed in tha iridium sample. This value was detarsiined 
in Qxpariiaants 5j 6 and 7 by redlssolving the Ir02, adding 
platinu33i carrier and reprecipitating Ir02* The platinum 
carrier was precipitated and counted v/ith the IrOg sanple. 
In these thr-aa experiments 12.^, 12.5 and 12.1 per cent of 
tha activity originally present in the Ir02 sample was 
found with the platinum carrier sarnplo. An aluninuia absorp' 
tion curve showed that the activity was tho 0.7 Kev beta of 
Pt^97 and not that of the 2.1 llev beta of If the 
Ir02 '^as again dissolved and tho procedure repeated, less 
than 0.6 per cent of the activity t/as found in the platinum 
carrier sample. 
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Tha correction factor (B)(fg), applied to tho observod 
coTinting rate, ws talian from the data given by Engalkameir 
and CO-workers (^-9, p* 61) for a 2.5 Kav bata-araittor* The 
corraction for "t.l m/ov? absorption in air and countar 
\'/indov; was foiaid to ba 1.11 by extrapolation of an alurainum 
absorption curva of tha activity. Prom a Foathor analysis 
of tha alminum absorption ctxrva (Figure 8) tha maximum 
snargy of tha beta-particles was foiind to ba 2.1 Ilev. This 
is in good agreament with previously reported values (2^). 
70d iridium activity. A low intensity of a long compo­
nent (Figure 7) was found to be present in the iridium 
samples. It mis not due to platinum contamination in the 
iridium sample since its half-life was much longer than 
"i^ich was the longest platinum activity observed. IJhon 
phosphorus holdback carrier was added before the precipita­
tion of Ir02, the intensity of this long component was 
reduced to about one-sixth. Apparently, the majority of 
tha long activity was due to p32 or P33 formed by photo-
nuclear reactions in chlorine. The remaining very low 
intensity of long activity had a much longer half-life and 
Kiay be duo to 70d Ir^92 fomad by a (()^,pn) reaction on 
Pt^9^. In five hour irradiations the half-life of this 
coiaponont was found to be about 65d. Hoii/evor, since its 
initial intensity was only 20-25 cts/min, an accurate half-
•OO-
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Figure 8» AlxMinum Absorption Curve for 19h Ir^^^ 
20 Hours after End of Irradiation 
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life dQterraination was not possible. Its yiald relative 
to 19h lr^9^ was estimated to bo 0.9* Since the yod Ir^92 
emits a 0.67 Hav beta, its counting rate was corracted 
using the sana factors as for the l8h 
iridiuKi activity. A hqx-j iridium activity having 
a half-life of l^Om (Figure 9) found in the iridium 
fraction. An aluninun absorption curve of an iridium 
sample was taken about three hours after the end of irradia­
tion (Figure 10). Another ^:;as taken 20 hours later after 
most of the l^m activity had decayed (Figure 8). The 
curve shovni in Figure 8 was corrected for decay during the 
20 hour period and subtracted from the upper curve showi in 
Figure 10. The lower curve in Figure 10 shows the absorp­
tion curve for the l^m component obtained by the subtrac­
tion. From a rough Feather analysis the maximum beta 
energy was estimated to be 1 Hev. 
Ihe yield of the l^m iridiuiTi relative to l8h Pt^^^ 
was found to bo 0.028 (Table 10) fron the average of four 
determinations. The yield relative to 19h Ir^9^ was found 
to be 0.^. The correction for the thiclmass of the saraple, 
backscatterer and cellophane covering was again obtained 
from data given by Sngelkeiaeir and co-worIc<3rs (^9j P» 61) 
for a beta-emitter having a maximum eiiargy of 1.1 Kev. 
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for ^.1 mg/cm^ was found to ba 1.12 by axtrapolation 
of an alxuniiiijm absorption curvo of the activity. 
To dotarmino if the IMDih iridium decayed to l8h Pt^^^ 
tha follox/ing Qxporiment was parforriad, PtClij..xH20 vas 
irradiated for 5»3 hours. IrOp was pracipitatad as quickly 
as possible, iimaediataly dissolvod and repracipitatod after 
tha addition of platinoim carrier to tha solution to prevant 
carrying of platinum activity with tha IrO^ precipitate. 
The rapracipitation was completod 1.7 hours aftar tho ond 
of tha irradiation. Tho Ir02 was rodissolvod and after the 
addition of 30 mg of platinuia carrier was allowed to stand 
for three hours. Tho iridium was again precipitated, 
filtered from tho solution, redissolved and allowed to 
stand for 13 hours aftor the addition of 30 mg of platinum 
carrior. Tha platinum in the filtrate was precipitated, 
weighed and counted. If the l^iOn iridiuci is the par ant of 
Pt^97j the l8h activity formed by decay during tha three 
hour standing period should ba found in this sample. After 
the second standing period IrOp was precipitated, filtered 
from tha solution, weighed ond counted. Another platinum 
sample was prepared from the filtrate and counted. It 
should contain any Pt^97 forined by decay of the 1^+On activ­
ity during the 13 hour period of standing. Tha first 
platinm saEiple contained only 10 cts/min and tha second 
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only 6 cts/min. On the basis of the 20^0 cts/min of IS^h 
foTHid in tho Ir02 sanple tho coiniting rata of th,2 
l^ra activity lanst have been about ^SOO at tha end of the 
f 
irradiation. Thoraforo, tha tvro platimua saraples should 
have contained at least 500 cts/iain of I8h platinm activity 
if tha l^in iridiiiin activity is tho parent of the I8h Pt^^^. 
These results indicate that the l^m activity shoiild not 
be assigned to 1t^97, 
Tho l^n activity can probably be assigned to either 
Ir^95 or its rate of forniation is tines that 
of the 19h and 3.7 tiraes that of a 7^ activity 
(Table 10) i-diich was detected, Tha abimdances of Pt^^S^ 
Pti96 and Pt^^? are 7.2, 2?.^ and 33.7 per cent, respec­
tively. The yield of Ir^95 formed only by a (^,p) reaction 
on Pt^96 relative to that of Ir^9^, i«feich is probably formed 
in nearly equal yields by and (}",pn) reactions on 
Ptl95 and would be expected to be about 0.^ on tha 
basis of the isotopic abundances of platinum. If it Mare 
formed by a (J^jpn) reaction on Pt3-98 its yield relative to 
Ir^9'+ would be anticipated to be only 0.1. This seeias to 
indicate assignnent of tho l^Oin activity to Ir^95, Also, 
the observed value of 1 llev for the mxiaum energy of the 
beta is the energy equivalent of tho difference in the atomic 
masses of Irl95 and Pt^95 as calculated by Metropolis and 
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Raitweisnor (68)# For ^nd Pt^97 the mass difference 
is oqiiivalGBt to an energy of 1.7 Kev and for and 
Pt^96 it is equivalent to 2.8 Mev« 
7m iriditun activity. A 7^ activity (Figura 11) was 
found in the IrO^ precipitated from a l-2g sanple of 
PtCl^.,xIl20 "Which had been irradiated for 15 minntes. Its 
yield relative to the l^m iridiiom activity was found to 
be 0.27 (Table 10) if the efficiency for counting the two 
activities was assumed to be the sane. If the l^+Om iridium 
activity is assigned to Ir^9?j the 7^ activity can probably 
be assigned to either Ir^^^ or Irl97 since it could be 
formed by a (y,pn) or ( r,p) reaction on Pt^^S, 
Efficiency of the Szilard-Chalmers separations from 
•platinum GonTilexes. Irradiations of platinura complexes 
wore carried out and attempts ifere nada to separate the 
platinum activity ejected fron the conplexos in the Szilard-
Chalmars process. The three general methods used were: 
treatment with anion exchange resins, extraction with 
butyl acetate mid precipitation of (in%)2ptClg or 
{pt(KH2)l|.l?tClLj,. These methods have been discussed in a 
previous section. 
The results of the attempts to separate platinum 
activity away from irradiated platinum coi;iplexes by treat. 
nent with anion exchange rosin are siinniarised in Table 11. 
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table 11• Resin Separations 
Activity 
Target f* Resin Total** separated Sopn. 
(g) (hours) used activity on rosin no, 
(g) (ctsAnln) jj) 
f 0.25 , 1.5 
lPt(fiH3)i^ lci,, 
1 
ir-kb 
oxalate 
in kO ml HgO 
>050 
10 
2 
Total 12 
(1) 
(2 )  
. 0.38  ^ 1.5 2 
IR-lfB 
oxalate 
in 125 lii HjO 
13^  
11 
ij. 
-Jl 
Total 19 
(1) 
(2)  
(3) 
r 0.52 
[Ft >201^ J 1.6 
1 
A-2 
acetate 
in 150 m HgC 
1780 
17 
z. 
Total 19 
(1) 
(2)  
* Period of irradiation 
•• Total l8h activity at the end of tho irradiation 
# 0.3 ml of 0.06 H HCl added 
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1!ha counting rates of all of tha samples ¥ore corractad 
for differences in self-absorption. In all thrae experi­
ments the resin vas shaken vriLth a solution of the complex 
for 15 ninutes. The resin was then filtorad from the 
solution and the solution vra.s treated similarly with 
another portion of resin. In the second experiment three 
such separations were performed. Samples were then pro-
pared from tha activity removed by the resin in each sepa­
ration. An aliquot of the complex solution v/as also ob­
tained for counting, either by precipitation of platinum 
metal or by precipitation of tha original complex by the 
addition of acetone to the solution. These experiments 
Indicated that at least 12-19 per cent of the activity 
was present in the forn of anions I'^iich could be adsorbed 
on the resin. 
In the extraction experiments (Table 12) the irradiated 
sanpls was dissolved in 20 ml of water and the solution was 
made 6 H in HCl. The solution was then extracted three times 
I'/ith ''fO iBl portions of butyl acetate. Tha extracts wore 
combined and the platinum in thera was oxidized by heating 
with a 10 per cent KaBrO^ solution. After the addition of 
platinum carrier the platinura was extracted into 6 !l HCl 
and platinuEi metal was precipitated for counting. A satiple 
of the tmextractod solution froa the first butyl acetate 
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extractions was proparod by the precipitation of the orig­
inal complax with acatoria. In tho second axpariment the 
6 II acid solution was filtered after tho butyl acatat© 
extractions, washed ^/ith 2-3 sil of i/atar and the filtar 
papar was counted to tTy to datect any activity that might 
Table 12. Butyl Acetate Extractions 
Target T* Total** Fraction 
(g) (hours) activity extracted 
(cts/ain) (<^) 
.  o m o ^  1 . 5  7 k h  9 . 8  
(Pt(EH3)Jpi2 
, o^koo 
(PtCKiyijjpi^ 1.5 666 B.h 
* period of irradiation 
total l8h activity at tho end of tha irradiation 
be prasiant as colloidal particles of [Pt(in2)i|.]PtCl^. Ho 
activity was found on the filtar papar. From thase expari-
raants it appears that no mora than 8-10 par cant of the 
activity is prasont as PtCl^~ or other plritinum(II) complex 
anions. 
K2ptCli^, and IC2PtClg vara irradiatod to dot^riaina the 
oxidation state of the platinuDi activitias produced. The 
esperinents aro surmarized in Table 13* In experiment 1, 
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Table I3. (m]^)2PtCl^ Precipitations 
fargot 
(g) T* (hours) 
Carriar 
(rag) 
Total** Activity 
activity ssparatad 
(cts/min) (cor cant) 
Precipitate 
no. 
0*385 
KpPtClij. 1.5 
Ptiv 5 
PflV i  
pt^ 5 
p^iV ^ 
2880 1.5 
1.3 
if.O 
•. 2.8 
Total 9,6 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(h) 
OA3O 
KgPtClg 1-3 
K2PtCll^ 7 1550 
77*0 
23.0 
(1) 
(2) 
* PariocI of irradiation 
** Total l8h activity at tho ond of tho irradiation 
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KgPtCl}^ was dissolvod in 17 nil of water and platlnm(I¥) 
carrior i/as added. Four precipitations of (MIi4.)2PtClg 
wore performed to datorraino tho amotmt of activity present 
as PtClg~. The activity found in these sariplas was prob­
ably Just activity from the filtrato \Aiich carried vlth 
th-3 procipitatas. A iaiovm aliquot of the solution was 
coimted to dQtermina the amotmt of activity remaining in it. 
In the second oxparinant, irradiated KgPtCl^ was 
dissolved in hot water and K2PtCli|. holdback co-rrior v/as 
addad. (3^iHi|.)2PtClg was pracipitatad. Tlia filtrate was 
evaporated and platinum metal was precipitated. The plat-
intim was redissolvod and (IIHi^)2PtClg was precipitated, 
filtered and weighed. As sho\'m in Table I3, 77 par cent 
of the activity was found in tho first gPtCl^ precipi­
tate, -^ich contained 76 mg of platinura. The (KHi^)2ptCl^ 
from the filtrate contained 3.7 rag of platinum, 3.3 nig of 
which should Iiave boon inactive platinum from the 7 Eig of 
K2PtClij. holdback carrier added to the solution. Since the 
specific activity of the filtrate sample is much higher 
than that of the first precipitate, tho activity left in 
the filtrate appears to be due to activity actually present 
as PtGl^r" rather than PtCl^ vdiich vras not completely 
removed by the first precipitation of (I'IHi^)2PtCl5. 
These experiments indicate that when K2ptCl^. is 
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irradiatad most of tha active atocis remain as PtCli^. while 
v/hen K^PtClg is irradiated 23 per cant of the activity seems 
to he present as PtClij.", This result is rather unexpected 
since it is bolieved that the active atoms will usually be 
found in a higher oxidation state than that of the target 
atoms if the element has a higher stable oxidation state. 
Table 1^ summarizes tho resists obtained ^Aien 
precipitated by tho addition of PtClg 
or PtClj^ to solutions of irradiated complex. In the 
first experiment, becausa of the slow formation of the 
precipitate, throe sanplos were filtered from the solution 
before the precipitation appeared to bo complete. In the 
second experiaent, the precipitate formed immediately and 
the added platinum carrier was recovered quantitatively. 
This method is ranch the faster although it may be less 
efficient. 
The use of the above precipitation method in an 
attempt to deternine the nass assigmaent of the 88m plati­
num activity was nientioned previously. A 9*^ g sanipla of 
solid jpt(lIH2)|^]ci2 was irradiated for 1.5 hours. The 
c o i a p l e x  w a s  d i s s o l v e d  i n  1 0 0  m l  o f  v m t e r  a n d  [ P t ( ] P t C l j ^  
was precipitated by the addition of a PtClij." carrier solu­
tion containing 5*3 ng/ml of platinum. The precipitation 
was repeated until a nearly constant specific activity was 
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Tablo 1^« [Pt(IBH2)j^JPtClj^ Precipitations 
Target 
(g) T* (hours) 
Carrier 
(mg) 
Total*# 
activity 
(cts/nin) 
Activity 
separated 
(par cent) 
Precip­
itate 
no. 
. 0»h-2.€> 
1»6 1922 25 
18 
7 
Total k) 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
, o*koo 
[Pt(KH3)iJCl2 1.5 
solid 
K^PtCli, 
"20 ^ 
1300 33 (1) 
* Period of irradiation 
Total l8h activity at the ond of the irradiation 
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foimd in the preclpitatas. The solution vas allovjed to 
stand for about two hours and the precipitation was re-
pQat0d» If all the 88ia activity left aftar ths first 
pracipitations t/are in tho complax, its decay to tha l8h 
activity should result in an incraasa in tha l8h activity 
of the sanpla precipitated aftor tho standing pariod. 
Tha solution was allowod to stand for about tx^ro more hours 
and tha precipitation was acain repeated. A sampla of the 
complex was also precipitated to detorsino the total 
activity in the irradiated complax and tho specific activ­
ity of the original complex* The rosiiltc of tho ezperi-
nant are given in Table 1^, Colmm 1 gives tlio time after 
irradiation that each sample was precipitated. Since 
[Pt(KH2)i^IPtClj^ contains 6^ per cent platinum, the weight 
of platinum given in column 3 '-•'"s.s obtained by nultiplying 
the actual weight of each sample by this factor. The 
complex contains 55 per cent platinuia and its weight %fas 
similarly converted to weight of platinum. One-half of 
the platinm in the precipitates should be carrier plati-
nm -ufciile the other one-half would be [PtCM^)] from the 
irradiated complex. As can be seen from Table 1?, quanti­
tative recovery of the added platinuia carrier was not 
obtained. The specific activity of each of the precipi­
tates was higher than that of the irradiated complex, but 
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Table 15» Separation of Activity from 9A g of /ptCKH^))^] Cl^ 
Carrier Wt. sample Activity Specific Sample 
(hours) (sig Pt) (Elg Ft) separated activity'*'* no. 
(ijer cont) 
0,25 5.3 13. 3.2 1^ 1 
0.38 5»3 8.5 2.6 12 2 
0.50 5.3 7.9 2.0 9 3 
0.75 18.3 23.2 3.7 9 
1.00 5.3 7.0 1.4 12 5 
3*00 5.3 10.9 2.6 1^ 6 
3.08 5.3 5.7 0.6 6 
3.58 5.3 8.3 1.2 8 8 
6.00 5.3 9.0 1.^ 9 9 
6.08 5.3 2,6 0.2 5 10 
6.50 PtCl^^ 16,0 0.7 11 
7.00 w ^.5 0.6 12 
h,q others 
Total 24.2 
7 * 2  12.6 1 complex 
* Time after and of irradiation 
** Tho specific activity of tho complex was arbitrarily 
chosen as 1* 
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oach precipitate contained only a small fraction of the 
total activity. Although an increase in l8h activity was 
found in saiaple 6, none was foiind in sample 9 which was 
also pracipitatad after a period of standing. From these 
results no conclusions could ba made as to the mass assign­
ment of the 88ra activity* If a clean separation procedure 
could be deV'.jloped this might be possible. The use of 
butyl acetate extractions to separate any PtCl}^ forned 
by ejection of activity from the complex by decay of the 
88m platinun night be worthy of investigation in this 
connection. Attempts to scavenge the activity from the 
solution with FqCOH)^ removed only 0.3 per cent of the 
activity, l-lhen the solution was allowed to stand over 
night in contact '.d.tii the FeCOn)^ precipitate, 1.9 per 
cent more of the activity vras removed. 
From a conparison of the results in Table 1^ and Table 
15, it can be seen that the amounts of carrier used are 
quite effective in renoving 30-^ P'sr cent of the activ­
ity from snail samples of the complex, but many precipita­
tions aro necessary with larger quantities of complex. 
This suggests that the separation was some\-jiiat dependant 
on tha surface. Possibly the activity is not present as 
the PtCl^." or PtCl^~ species. Alternatively, it may be 
that precipitates which forned rapidly did not exchange 
•"10^ 4*" 
with tha platinum carrier. Probably all of the activity 
was ajoctsd from the eoinplexas in tha process. The 
radioactive platinum undoubtedly dissolved in the aqueous 
solutions to form a nuiabar of complex species. To obtain 
optimm yields of high specific activity it would be 
necessary to separate all such species from the original 
complex. Of the separation methods investigated for ob­
taining high specific activities of platinum, the precipi­
tation of fptCM^)!^] PtClj^ after the irradiation of 
[Ptd'^H^) J CI2 or fPtCM^) J CgOi^ appears to be the most 
effective# 
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smmjm 
Th® backscattarlng of four different 'beta-aEiittars rang­
ing in maxlmuEi anargy fron 0.067 to 1,7 Mev was invastigatod 
in the \/indo¥lQss Geiger-Kueller gas flov counter. Tha back-
scattering was found to be a function of th3 atomic nunbar 
of the backscatteror. With platinum backing, the back-
sccittoring appeared to have reachod a saturation value and 
was nearly the saao for all of the beta energios x^hich ware 
investigated. 
Samples of K2[co(Cp0i^)^].3H20 were irradiated in the 
x-ray beam of the 68 Mev synchrotron. The Szilard-Chalmers 
process appeared to be nearly 100 por cent effective in 
ejecting the radioactive cobalt atoras from the complex. Kie 
9.2h and 72d Co58 forraad during the irradiation were 
separated from the complex in high specific activitiea by 
adsorption on IEC-50 cation exchange resin. A solution of 
the complex xf&s prepared from the active cobalt separated in 
this I'/ay. A method utilizing the chemical decomposition of 
the complex which occurred as a result of the decay of 
to Co^S by enission of conversion electrons,was used to 
calculate the ratio of the rates of formation of the two 
isomers. In these experiments the ratio of the rat© of 
formation of Co^^ to the rate of formation of Co^®®^ was 
found to be 0.61±0.0^. 
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In synchrotron irradiations of PtCl)tj.«xH20, 88111, I8h 
and ^+d platlniara activities and 7^^ lUOm, 19h and 70d iridixua 
activities were detected. ISieir yields relative to that of 
197 
the loh Pt and tiie 33^ Cl^ wore dQtenained# Tho saass 
assignments and charactoristics of the tvro new iridim 
activities wore studied. The lUOm activity was tentatively 
assigned to and the 7® activity to Ir^^^ or 
Ssilard-Chaliaers process separation methods were also 
investigated for several complex compoimds of platinina. 
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